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NEWS FROM THE 1968 DSR-TKA
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Editor's Note; The 1968 Conference convened in Washington, D. C. at the
Willard Hotel under unusual circumstances. Washington liad undergone a
serie.s of riots, and the city had been placed under heavy police and army
protection. The city was contained also through curfews in effect from
4 p.m. (later loosened to 6 p.m. and then 7 p.m.) during the Conference.
Although students and faculty wh<) participated were ohviously restricted in
.seeing .some of the important value.s which Washington, D. C. offers, the
Conference had a sense of urgency unicjtie among forensic events. Somehow
the deliberation through speaking and debating of such issues as U. S.
policy in \hetnam and a guaranteed annual cash income for all citizens
seemed highly appropriate in .such an environment. The Conference regis
tered 72 chapters, 102 faculty members, and 311 students.
This report of the Conference will inchidc a list of the National Confer
ence staff; copies of messages sent to DSR-TKA; results of the various
events, together with pictures of aw;(rd-winning students: and minutes of
meetings.
THE 1968 NATIONAL DSR-TKA CONFERENCE STAFF
The N' ational Conjvrencv Coinnimce
Austin J. Freeley, John Carroll Universitv'. Chairman
George A. Adamson. University of Utah
Kenneth E. Andersen. University of Michigan
Jen'y M. Anderson, Michigan State University
George F. Henigan. George Washington University, ex officio and
Tournament Director
Ttco-Man Debate
Chairman; Donald O. Olson, University of Nebraska
Co-Chairman; Tom Harris. George Washington University
Committee Liaison: Austin J. Freeley, John Carroll University
Four-Man Dcl)ata
Chairman: Harold Lawson, Oliio State Ihiiversity
Co-Chaiiman; Tom Zaucha, George M'ashington University
Committee Liaison: Jerrv' M. Anderson. Michigan State University
Student Congress
Chairman: Kenneth E. Andersen. University of Michigan
Co-Chairman: Ed Stevens, George Washington University
Extempore Speaking Contest
Chairman; Jon Fitzgerald, University of Maryland
Committee Liaison; George A. Adamson, University of Utah
Persuasive Speaking Contest
Chairman: Joseph O'Rourke, Wabash College
Co-Chairman: Jerr>'Polisky, American University
Committee Liaison; George A. Adamson, University of Utah
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SPEAKER OF THE YEAR, 1967: ERIC SEVAREID
f.
ERIC SEVAREID
The following citation was presented at the DSR-TKA Conference Ban
quet, April 9, 1968, by Professor James L. Golden, Ohio State University,
Chairman of the Speaker of the Year Board.
The Speaker of the Year Board of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is
proud to announce that the winner of the award for 1967 is Eric Sevareid.
Mr. Sevareid stands squarely in the tradition of other outstanding American
leaders who have received the honor since DSR-TKA initiated the awards
in 1949. Among those who have been named in recent years are John F.
Kennedy, Henry Cabot Lodge, Leroy Collins, J. William Fulbright, and
Edward Brooke. These speakers, demonstrating the classical virtues of wis
dom and courage, have fulfilled the hope expressed by the late Richard
Weaver when he said that "rhetoric at its truest seeks to perfect men by
showing them better versions of themselves."
Eric Sevareid was bom in Velva, North Dakota in 1912. At the age of
eighteen he became a reporter for the Minneapolis Journal. Five years
later he received a bachelor's degree from the University of Minnesota.
As a foreign correspondent for the Columbia Broadcasting System Mr.
Sevareid achieved distinction both in Europe and in Asia during World
War II. In the late spring of 1940 he was the first journalist to report
the startling news that France was ready to capitulate to the Germans. In
1943, while serving in the China-Bunna-India theater of operation, he, along
with nineteen of his colleagues, was forced to bail out of a crippled plane.
For the next month he lived in a Burmese jungle surrounded by head
hunters. The Sevareid Saga, as it later was called, became the subject of
two separate programs produced in Bunna in November, 1943. Since then
it has appeared in textbooks as a model of the "dramatization of radio news."
Mr. Sevareid's desire to be present in locales where significant news was
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unfolding led him in subsequent months to accompany American troops
through Italy and southerii France, and to witness the Founding of the
United Nations. In the years following the war he not only has held major
positions for CBS in Washington and New York, hut has had occasional
assignments abroad—including an extended trip to South Vietnam in 1966.
In November. 1964, he was appointed National Correspondent for CBS
News with headciuarters in Washington, D. CL
Perhaps more than most of his contemporaries Eric Sevareid personifies
excellence in all fojms of coniinunicatinn. He is, fir.st of all, a writer whose
articles have appeared in popular and scholarly journals. His perceptive
and compassionate eyewitness account of "The Final Troubled Hours of
Adlai Stevenson" (Look Magazine, November 30. 1965) received the New
York Newspaper Guild Award because of its distinctive style and its "impact
on the United States and the World." Moreover, he is the author or editor
of such volumes as Not So Wild a Dream, Caiulklate: 1960, and Wasliing-
tnn: Magnificent Capital.
Etjualiv effective are his contributions to the area of public speaking. On
Januarv 24, 1967, he delivered an address before the Massachusetts State
Legislature, entitled "Politics and the Press." In his speech he nvade a pica
for increased understanding in the arts, humanities, and social .sciences.
"Serious statesmanship and serious communication with others," he said,
"cannot exist without the gerieralist, the man of the broad and liberal ex
perience and teaching, the philosopher, homespun or literary, or the luiman
condition."
But it is in the field of "electronic journalism"—a term which he himself
coined—that .Mr. Se\'areid has made liis greatest contribution. For twenty-
eight years his radio and television broadcasts have helped "write the first
rough draft of history." Similarly, they have served as an eloquent monitor
of those who govern the people. We are familiar with his brief and incisive
dailv commentaries which clarify issues, describe universal characteristics
of mankind, and reflect the deep emotions engendered b\' dramatic events.
The American people will long recall his poignant and compassionate de
scription of the untimely death of Martin Luther King. "Almost surely
Dr. Martin Luther King." he said, "was the most important American of his
time. . . . He, more than any other man, wielded the cutting edge of history
for his time and place. . .. He was not an American Negro; he was a Negro
.American. . . . Dr. King grasped the white man by his shoulder, forced iiim
to turn around and look long and hard upon his fellow, black American.
To some the sight was frightening; to many others the landscape of our lives
looked richer, and full of much greater promise. . . . So the label on his
life must not be a long day's journey into niglit; it must be a long night's
journey into day."
Mr. Sevareid has brought to the mass media still another communication
form—the art of dialogue. His celebrated conversation witli Eric Hoffer,
for example, in September, 1967, attracted such national attention that
within one day after the broadcast Mr. Hoffor's books were sold ovit and
the Longshoreman-philosopher received an invitation to visit the White
House.
Americans have responded warmly to Eric Sevareid's wit, urbanity, and
style. Most of all they have applauded his illuminating .summaries of com
plex ideas and events. The members of the Speaker of the Year Board
salute him because he has c«)nsistently .spoken with intelligence, responsi-
bilit\-. and effcctivene.ss on vital issues of the day.
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AWARD TO NORMAN THOMAS
The following citation was presented at the DSR-TKA Conference Ban
quet, April 9, 1968, by Professor James L. Golden, Ohio State University,
Chairman of The Speaker of the Year Board.
Tonight, as the nation mourns the loss of one of her greatest leaders, and
most eloquent speakers, it is fitting that we, of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha, honor with our first special Speaker of the Year Award one of the
truly great, but largely unsung, leaders of the fight for civil rights and human
dignity. If success is measured by wealth, position, or power, the man we
honor is one of our greatest failures. He ran for Congress once, mayor of
New York twice, governor of New York once, and President of the United
States six times, and was never elected to office. The causes he supported
were denounced as radical and un-American. Yet, today, many of the
programs he first outlined are part of our way of life, of our system of govern
ment, but the credit for these programs has gone to others.
Tonight we honor a man who never sacrificed principle for political
expedience. His word was his honor and he never violated it. When he
spoke, people hstened, not because they wanted to hear what he said, but
because he spoke with such conviction that they had to hsten. He spoke not
to the masses of the people, but to each person in the mass. The street
comer was his pulpit, the march and the demonstration were his tools,
but like the prophet, his words made his fellow men uncomfortable, and
the nation turned its back on him.
Tonight we honor a man who for the past eighty-three years has, vdth
every ounce of his energy, sought the betterment of his fellow man. The
dignity of man was his goal and tonight, though he is blind, deaf, and
crippled with arthritis, he fights on determined, as all of us should be, to
carry forward the struggle for a nation of men who are traly equal, truly
free.
To Norman Thomas, American, it is with great honor and deep humility,
that we of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha, present this special award
for his distinguished contribution to American pubhc address dmrng the
20th century.
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DELTA SIGMA RHO-TAU KAPPA ALPHA
DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI AWARD, 1967
ROBERT STUART GRIFFIN
A Georgiiiii by birth, u Nevadim by choice, he does honor to both states.
His habits of speech and his courtly manner bespeak that early heritage, a
heritage which he ennobles. His many honors and accomplishments as an
undergraduate, as a teacher, a dean, an administrative assistant to the uni
versity president, and as a department chairman have brought credit to those
institutions he .served. Yet it was his dual role of teacher and director of
forensics that marked the zenith of his career; the students whose lives he
touched have gone on to become leaders, particularly in law and in govern
ment. Numbered among his foiTncr students who he taught by precept
and example are United States Senators and Representatives, governors, and
outstanding leaders of the bench and the bar. It is proper and just that Delta
Sigma Rho-Taii Kappa Alpha bestow its accolades upon a gentleman-scholar,
Robert Stuart Griffin, one of its most distinguished alumni.
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WARD DARLEY
The constructive work of Ward Darley as a physician, an educator, and
a medical administrator has been recognized throughout the western states
and the nation as a whole. He was responsible for tbe Medical Center at
the University of Colorado and introduced a program of post-graduate
medical education to assist physicians and surgeons. As President of the
University of Colorado he raised the stature of the school through strength
ened full-time faculty and improved curricula. He was instrumental in
establishing the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education. As
Executive Director of the Association of American Medical Colleges he
initiated a series of curricula refoiTns, cost accounting programs, and was a
consultant on a wide variety of problems in medical education. The Uni
versity has recognized him as one of its most distinguished alumni. It is fit
ting that Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha honor him as one of its dis
tinguished alumni.
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JOHNSON AND HUMPHREY SEND GREETINGS
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASIUNCTON
April 4. 1968
I am happy to extend a warm welcome to the members of the National
Societ\- of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha as yon come to Washington
for your Fifth Annual Forensics Conference.
Your participation in this conference attests to your belief that the open
expression of ideas is an American tradition of great importance and great
strength.
It has been nearly four decades since I was a college debater in Texas.
But tlie tradition of fret debate in a free society is as vital today as it was
then.
Free speech launched this nation, and it still sustains our greatness. It
is the wellspring of new, imaginative ideas to meet the challenges of our
time.
You are helping answer that challenge. Logical thinking and thoughtful
listening, the development of respect for other opinions, the accent on clarity
and integrity of expression: all these and other qualities you build enhance
a freedom that is dear to all Americans.
You have my every wish for a successful conference.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON
I am sorry I was not able to join you for your fifth annual forensics con
ference. I hope that despite these difficult past few days you are having a
successful and worthwhile meeting here. The question under debate—that
the federal government .should guarantee an annual minimum cash income to
all citizens—is particularly appropriate at this time, and I am interested in
receiving your ideas and comments. Our people clearly must work together
to find the best means to eliminate poverty and build a better nation. We
must fulfill the American pledge of one nation under God. indivisible, with
liberty and justice for all. In this spirit, please accept my best wishes for
an enjoyable conference.
Sincerelv,
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY
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MINUTES OF THE OPENING LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA RHO-
TAU KAPPA ALPHA
April 8, 1968
The Assembly was called to order by the Chairman Pro Tem, Dr. Kenneth
Andersen of The University of Michigan, at 11:00 a.m. in the Presidential
Parlors of the Willard Hotel, Washington, D. C. Clerk Pro Tem, Dr. Edwin
Stevens of Ceorge Washington University, called the roll. Forty-nine dele
gates were present, the two delegates from the University of Iowa absent.
Election of officers followed. The first office was that of Speaker of the
Assembly. The Liberal Party candidate, Irish Scully, Cornell, was nomi
nated by Harvey Landress, Harpur. Additional support was given by James
McKee, Ohio Wesleyan; Dee Benjamin, Indiana; Ann Groves, Kentucky;
and Wilham Rohde, Albany. The Conservative Party candidate, Paul Fick,
Elizabethtown, was nominated by Tom Evans, Western Kentucky. Addi
tional support was given by Lee Griffith, Elizabethtown; and Dennis Arrow,
George Washington. Following speeches by each of the candidates, Irish
Scully, Cornell, was elected by a vote of 27-22.
Miss Scully assumed the chair and proceeded to the election of the Clerk.
The Conservative Party candidate. Donna Levenson, Pennsylvania State,
was nominated by Brink Oxford, Texas Tech. The Liberal Party candidate,
Richard Willard, Emory, was nominated by Judy Chirhn, George Washing
ton. Miss Levenson, Pennsylvania State, was elected by a vote of 25-23.
Dr. Kenneth Andersen, Congress Director, made several announcements
concerning committee schedules, distribution of advance bills, room assign
ments, and pointed out that legislation passed by the Assembly would go to
the President and to leaders in the House of Representatives and the Senate.
Thus the voice of the Assembly would be heard through the legislation
adopted.
Don Coffin, DePauw, moved to suspend the rules to consider a special
resolution at this session honoring the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Dennis Arrow, George Washington, moved to recess. The motion to recess
carried by a vote of 26-22.
The Assembly recessed at 12:30.
Respectfully submitted.
Donna Levenson, Clerk
MINUTES OF THE SECOND LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY,
STUDENT CONGRESS OF DELTA SIGMA RHO-
TAU KAPPA ALPHA
April 10, 1968
The Assembly was called to order by the Speaker Irish Scully, Cornell, at
8:30 a.m. in the Congressional Room of the Willard Hotel. The roll was
called by Clerk Donna Levenson, Pennsylvania State. Forty-seven delegates
were present, the two delegates from Iowa, the delegate from Kentucky, and
one delegate from Albany were not present. The minutes of the previous
meeting were read and approved. Dr. Andersen, Congress Director, noted
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changes In schedule and Inis transportation to and from the George Washing
ton University campus.
The Speaker c.xplained the agenda developed by the Steering Committee
and such rules as tliey had agreed upon, because tliere were no minority
bills, the ten minutes allotted in the rules for support of the minority bills
was made available for general debate and discussion of amendments.
The Assembly then considere<l bill # 1 on military policy toward Vietnam.
Alan Baughcum, Emory, introduced the bill. Additional support was given
by James McKee, Ohio Wesleyan; (-harles blizzard. Mercer; Paul Pick,
Elizabethtown; Richard Willard, Emory; and Har\ey Landress, Harpur.
Dennis Arrow, George Washington University, moved to amend the bill.
The amendment was defeated, bill #1 was passed bv a roll call vote of
30-15.
Bill #2 on United States policy toward countries bordering on Vietnam
was introduced by Richard Willard. Emory. An amendment proposed by
James McKee. Ohio Wesleyan, was adopted by a vote of 26-16, An
amendment by Jim Heaton. George Washington University, was defeated.
Bill #2 as amended was passed by a roll call vote of 25-21.
David Grubb, Susqiiehanna. moved adoption of Bill #3 concerning the
pacification, political sovereignty, and internal security of Vietnam. An
amendment proposed by Judy Chirlin. George Washington, was passed.
Amendments by William Rohdc, Albany, and Richard Sherman, Nebraska,
were also passed. Bill #3 as amended was passed by a roll call vote of 37-6.
Dr. Kenneth Andersen then distributed ballots to the Assembly for the
purpose of selecting outstanding participants in the Congress. Delegates
were asked to rank the four delegates who were the most effective partici
pants in the Congress. In addition questionnaires concerning the Delegates'
reaction to the Congress were distributed.
The Special Resolutions proposed b\- Judy Chirlin, George Wasiiington;
Don Coffin, DePauw; Janet Tkach, Pennsylvania State; and Lew Zaharako.
Indiana; were then considered. Resolutions #2. #3. #4, and #5 were con
sidered as a unit. Don Coffin. DePauw. moved an amendment to Re.solution
#2 which was passed. Special Resolutions #2. #3, #4, #5 were pa.ssed
unanimously.
Resolution #1, a special rc.solution in memory of Martin Luther King, Jr.,
was moved. An amendmeiit presented by Paul Pick, Elizabethtown, was
adopted. Resolution # I was then adopted unanimously.
The rules were suspended to allow Richard Sherman. Nebraska, to read
a petition conceniing chairges in the Student Congress.
Tom Evans, Western Kentucky, moved to commend the Speaker and the
Clerk for their .superior work. The motion was carried by acclamation.
Dennis Arrow, Cieorge Washington, moved that the Assembly be
adjourned. The Speaker adjourned the Assembly at 12:00.
Respectfully submitted.
Donna Levenson, Clerk
CONGRESS BILL #1
Majorit\' bill by the Joint Conference Committee on Military Policy
Alan Baughcum. Emory I'niversity
Donald Bicknell, Indiana University
Charles Chambers. Indiana University
Dedra Drew. Wichita State University
Tom Evans. Western Kentnckw Universitv
12
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Ann Groves, Kentucky University
Harvey Landress, Harpur College
Dave Malott, Manchester College
Allen Wallace, Mercer University
An Act to create an atmosphere conducive to meaningful negotiations with
North Vietnam.
Be it Enacted by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
Section 1. That the United States end all bombing and shelling of North
Vietnam;
Section 2. That the United States reserves the right to take defensive
measures necessary to insure the protection of United States forces in
Vietnam;
Section 3. That the United States armed forces pursue a policy of "hold
and secure" rather than "search and destroy" with the United States taking
whatever action necessary to insure, protect, and maintain its strategic posi
tion.
CONGRESS BILL #2
Majority Bill by the Joint Conference Committee on United States Pohcy
Towards the Countries Bordering on Vietnam.
Richard Willard (Chairman), Emory University
Janet Tkach, Pennsylvania State University
Nancy Logan, Pennsylvania State University
Richard Aikman, DePauw University
Mark Schattner, Harpur College (SUNY)
An Act establishing United States policy concerning the following countries;
Thailand Bm-ma
Cambodia Malaysia
Laos Indonesia
Be it Enacted by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
Section 1. That there shall be a withdrawal of United States armed forces
presently committed in the aforementioned countries;
Section 2. That there shall be no future commitment of any United States
armed forces in any of the aforementioned countries unless specifically stipu
lated by Congress or as a part of a United Nations control force;
Section 3. That the United States shall primarily utilize the United Na
tions in efforts to solve any political problems that arise concerning these
countries;
Section 4. That the United States shall encourage the formation of a
regional, neutral organization in this area;
Section 5. That the United States shall increase its assistance to these
countries with special emphasis on trained personnel and materials. All
assistance shall be channeled through the appropriate international agencies.
CONGRESS BILL #3
Majority Bill by the Joint Conference Committee on Pacification, Political
Sovereignty, and Internal Security
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Dave Grubb (Chairman), Susqiiehanna University
Dennis Arrow, George Washington University
John Buckley, Wichita State University
Judy Ghirlin, George Washington University
Mary Jane Ferguson, Cornell University
Susan Forbes, Harpur College (SUNY)
Jake Sheeley, Susquehanna University
Richard Sherman, University of Nebraska
Lew Zaharako, University of Indiana
An Act to provide for the pacification of the people of South Vietnam.
Be it Enacted by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
Section 1. That the United States immediately eliminate the use of na
palm and saturation bombing of population centers, large and small.
Section 2. That the Saigon government be urged to institute the following
land and rent reforms:
a. Land rents be reduced and the peasants be allowed to keep the
land they have been tilling.
b. Redistribute among the peasants the land which is controlled
by the largest estates and absentee landlords. The land shall be
purchased by the Saigon Government at a fair price.
c. The lands taken under United States "search and destroy" and
other mihtary operations should be returned to the peasants.
Section 3. That an international commission administer free elections in
South Vietnam in which all political factions (including the National Libera
tion Front) are free to participate to elect a representative government;
Section 4. That the commission also administer a plebiscite to determine
the sentiments of the South Vietnamese people concerning unification with
North Vietnam.
Section 5. That the United States adopt an economic, cultural, and social
program of community development including agricultural reforms, educa
tion, and civic administration; that this program be in the form of an aug
mentation of the Peace Corps, where the emphasis is on self-help, that is,
that the aid take the form of personnel and materials as opposed to mone
tary appropriations.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #1
Resolution by the Committee on Special Resolutions
Judy Ghirlin, George Washington University
Don Coffin, DePauw University
Janet Tkach, Pennsylvania State University
Lew Zaharako, University of Indiana
Be it Resolved by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
Section 1. That the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha expresses its deep grief at the death of the Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., whose leadership has served as an inspiration to the nation
and to all mankind;
Section 2. That the Student Congress pledges itself to the principles of
brotherhood and non-violent direction action as advocated by Dr. King in
opposition to racism, prejudice, and lawlessness;
14
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Section 3. That the Student Congress, recognizing that immediate action
is necessary for a free and just society in the United States, calls for the
immediate enactment of the following;
a. open-housing legislation
b. substantial increases in appropriations for present poverty pro
grams: specifically those aimed at equalizing educational and
economic opportunity.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #2
Whereas: The members of the 1968 DSR-TKA Student Congress agree
that the experiences gained in the Assembly are worthwhile;
Whereas: The members of the 1968 DSR-TKA Student Congress wish to
have the event included in the future National DSR-TKA Con
ferences; and
Whereas: Three and one-half hours is insufficient time to adequately
consider all bills and amendments before the Assembly;
Re it Resolved by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha:
Section 1. The National Student President of DSR-TKA be insti-ucted as
to the overwhelming opinion of the Congress;
Section 2. That the National Student President of DSR-TKA is hereby
directed to present these views to the Executive Council of DSR-TKA and
National Conference Committee; and
Section 3. That the National Student President is hereby directed to
request of the National Conference Committee a longer legislative session
for the Assembly.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #3
Whereas: The Student Congress is mindful of the hard work and interest
that Professor Kenneth E. Andersen of The University of Michi
gan and Professor Edwin L. Stevens of The George Washington
University have shown in the direction of the Student Congress;
Whereas: The Student Congress is also mindful of the fine hospitality of
The George Washington University, especially that of Professor
George F. Henigan and President Lloyd H. Elliot of that insti
tution;
Whereas: The Student Congress is also mindful of the assistance of
Congressman Ed Reinecke of California, Senator George
Murphy of Galifomia, Senator Thmston B. Morton of Kentucky,
and Senator Edward Brooke of Massachusetts in arranging for
the use of Gapitol Hill facilities by the DSR-TKA National
Forensic Conference;
Be it Resolved by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha:
That the Student Congress expresses its appreciation and extends its con
gratulations for a job well done.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #4
Whereas: The Willard Hotel has provided exceptional service in light of
the continuing difficulties in the District of Columbia; and
Whereas: The management of the Willard Hotel was generous in sponsor
ing the Student Social Hour on Monday night;
15
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Be it Resolved by tlie Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
That the Student Congress of DSR-TKA expresses its sincere gratitude to
tlie Willard Hotel, its staff and personnel.
CONGRESS RESOLUTION #5
Be it Resolved by the Student Congress of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa
Alpha
That the Student Congress cxtetids to Mayor Walter Washington our
.sincere thanks for the warm welcome which he conveyed to us.
RESULTS OF STUDENT CONGRESS-SUPERIOR AND EXCELLENT RATINGS
Superiors;
Tom Evans, Western Kentucky Universitx'
Paul Pick, Elizabethtown College
Brink Oxford, Texas Tech
Richard Willard, Emory
Exceilents:
Dave Grubb, Susquehanna
Harvey Landless. Harpur (SUNY)
James McKee, Ohio Wesleyan University
Irish ScuIIv, Cainiell University
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STUDENT SPEAKER OF THE YEAR
Professor George F. Henigon, George Washington University, Tournament Director
Bob Shieids, Wichita State University, Student Speaker of the Year.
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SUPERIOR PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDENT CONGRESS
Tom Evans, Western Kentucky University
Paul E, Pick, Elizabethtown College
Professor Kenneth Andersen, University of Michigan, Faculty Director
Richard Willard, Emory University
Not pictured: Brink Oxford, Texas Tech
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w.
SUPERIOR PERSUASIVE SPEAKERS
John Eads, University of Oregon
Janet Pruitt, University of Alabama
Greg Millard, George Washington University
Not pictured: Donald Ritzenhein, Wayne State University
n
A
i
sa
SUPERIOR AND EXCELLENT EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKERS
First row: Superior Speakers: Christopher Mills, Washington and Lee; Tom
Johnson, Stanford; Don Finnegan, California State College at Long Beach; and
Marc Ruth, Southern California
Second row: Excellent Speakers: Gary Roberts, Oregon; John Pound, New Mex
ico; Ron Elving, Stanford; and Ron Sonnek, Mankato State
18
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FOUR-MAN DEBATE CHAMPIONS
Dick Brautigam, Michigan State University
Chuck Humphreys, Michigan State University
Professor Harold Lawson, Ohio State University, Chairman, four-man debate
Richard Foster, Michigan State University
Doug Loycock, Michigan State University
m
a
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TWO-MAN DEBATE CHAMPIONS
Professor Donald O. Olson, University of Nebraska, Chairman, two-man debate
Brenda Robinson, Wayne State University
Donald Ritzenhein, Wayne State University
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SECOND PLACE WINNERS, FOUR-MAN DEBATE
Charles Burress, Butler University
Bette Kremer, Butler University
Professor Harold Lawson, Ohio State University, Chairman, four-man debate
Cheryn Heinen, Butler University
Don Wall, Butler University
I
tlfN^Lv
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THIRD PLACE WINNERS. FOUR-MAN DEBATE
Dave Anderson, John Eads, Gary Roberts, Greg Mowe, University of Oregon
20
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SECOND PLACE WINNERS, TWO-MAN DEBATE
Professor Donald O. Olson, University of Nebraska, Chairman, two-man debate
Lee Thompson, Wichita State University
Bob Shields, Wichita State University
*5
fc, -
SEMIFINALISTS, TWO-MAN DEBATE
Roy Wallace, University of Minnesota
Barry Kirchmeier, University of Minnesota
Professor Donald O. Olson, University of Nebraska, Chairman, two-man debate
Jim Fisher, Indiana University
Charlie Reafsnyder, Indiona University
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RESULTS OF TWO-MAN DEBATE
School Hd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd. 3 Rd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Totals
California St. at
Long Beach W L W w W w 5-1
Kathy Ross 24 18 24 24 20 21 131
Dan Finnegan 22 18 24 22 21 23 130
University of Nevada L L L L L L 0-6
Jim Conton 14 25 19 15 21 16 110
Mike Stano 18 24 18 18 20 23 121
Pacific University L L L L L L 0-6
Kathi Maynes 19 16 24 21 21 20 121
Jim Bottoms 18 19 20 21 17 18 113
California (Santa Barbara) W W W L W W 5-1
Bryan King 25 28 26 19 30 22 150
Steve Lucas 24 27 26 25 28 22 152
Southern California W L W W W W 5-1
Mare Ruth 18 29 28 28 22 27 152
Bert Rush 23 29 29 25 22 25 153
Stanford University W W W L L W 4-2
Joe Thurman 29 27 30 22 21 19 148
Tom Johnson 29 22 30 22 22 19 144
University of Washington L W L L L W 2-^
Carol Hesse 17 19 19 21 22 18 116
Phil Noble 18 18 15 18 14 19 102
Washington State University L W L L L W 2-4
Linda Johnson 15 25 11 16 14 24 105
J. R. demons 17 23 17 17 16 26 116
University of Colorado L W L W W W 4-2
Rusty Babington 22 24 18 22 23 18 127
Herman Coellnitz 26 24 20 23 24 23 140
Louisiana State University L L L L W L 1-5
Jane Rinehart 17 19 16 19 23 21 115
John Norwood 19 24 20 21 24 21 129
University of New Mexico L W W W W L 4-2
Wally Melendres 20 23 20 21 24 21 129
John Pound 24 24 22 23 26 22 141
Texas Tech. W W L L L W 3-3
Robert Trapp 23 24 23 22 30 28 150
David Bradley 22 22 22 24 30 29 149
Tulane University W L W W L L 3-3
C. Ridenour 12 14 17 14 20 16 93
D. Boggs 17 20 19 24 21 17 118
University of Utah L W L W L L 2-4
Larry Keller 22 24 23 27 24 25 145
Ernie Jones 17 22 23 22 24 26 134
Utah State University L W W W W L 4-2
James Wadley 17 17 17 30 20 23 124
Dittmer 14 17 21 30 23 23 128
University of Wyoming W L W L W L 3-3
Pat Hacker 20 21 20 21 30 28 140
Mike Anselmi 19 22 22 23 30 18 134
Creighton University L L L W W W 3-3
Robert Feikema 22 23 20 15 24 22 126
Robert Bertrand 23 23 21 17 25 21 130
University of Iowa W L L W L L 2-4
Terry Knapp 28 23 24 19 26 20 140
Rick Edwards 23 25 24 27 24 18 141
22
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RESULTS OF TWO-MAN DEBATE (Continued)
School Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd. 3 Rd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Totals
University of Kansas L W L w w L 3-3
Phil Higdon 24 24 24 27 22 26 147
Bill Ward 24 24 30 24 24 28 154
University of Minnesota W W W W W L 5-1
Barry Kirchmeier 24 21 24 18 22 21 130
Ron Wallace 21 17 23 24 28 24 137
University of Nebraska W W W W L W 5-1
John Drodow 26 23 20 21 23 25 139
Terry Hall 25 24 18 22 24 25 139
Wichita State W W W W W L 5-1
Lee Thompson 26 24 24 23 26 17 140
Bob Shields 27 25 28 24 28 24 156
U. of Wise, at Milwaukee W W W W W L 5-1
Joyce Seiser 18 18 19 29 20 24 128
Joanne Maloney 23 18 22 28 21 24 136
Ball State University L W W W W W 5-1
Barbara Montgomery 21 26 25 16 25 24 137
Chuck Montgomery 20 27 23 15 20 22 127
Butler University W W L L W W 4-2
Carl Flaningam 25 16 25 22 21 24 133
Donald Kiefer 26 24 28 23 22 28 151
Indiana University L W W W W W 5-1
Charles Reafsnyder 22 25 25 22 18 27 139
Jim Fisher 23 25 25 18 19 23 133
Michigan State University W W W W W L 5-1
David Case 25 30 24 18 27 21 145
Roger Chard 25 30 28 22 28 23 156
Ohio University W L L W L W 3-3
Karen Noel 20 22 18 17 22 19 118
Greg Rigo 22 24 20 19 23 28 136
Purdue University L L W L L W 2-4
Rusty Nichols 23 17 23 22 18 21 124
J. Miller 26 17 24 22 17 21 127
Wayne State University W L W W W W 5-1
Brenda Robinson 27 22 30 22 30 25 156
Donald Ritzenhein 27 23 30 22 30 27 159
Wittenberg University L L W L W L 2-4
Laura Franta 21 18 23 18 18 14 112
George Calster 23 18 25 21 22 18 127
George Washington University W L L W W L 3-3
Bill Toutant 20 22 23 22 24 23 134
Steve Remsberg 22 24 24 23 24 27 144
John Carroll University W L L L L W 2-4
Chris Schraff 20 18 21 18 20 28 125
Gene Wolanski 22 21 23 17 20 29 132
University of Maryland W W L W L W 4-2
Larry Sabbath 22 23 21 24 30 22 142
Michael Barren 24 26 18 26 30 23 147
University of Massachusetts W W L L W L 3-3
Marlene Fine 25 21 23 27 24 26 146
Stephen Daggett 24 16 22 23 21 21 127
Oberlin College L L L L W L 1-5
Andy Wolffe 10 18 18 18 20 16 100
Tom Burrell 14 19 20 21 28 18 120
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RESULTS OF TWO-AAAN DEBATE (Continued)
School Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd. 3 Rd. 4 Rd. .5 Rd.fi Totals
Penn State l^nivcrsity L L W L L L 1-5
Eugene White 11 13 23 8 20 13 88
Leonard Berkowitz 12 14 22 11 21 13 93
Lbiiversity of Rhode Island W L W W L W 4-2
Sheiia O'Malley 18 IS 25 24 20 24 129
Lionel Peahody 20 20 28 24 28 30 150
University of Vermont L W L L L L 1-5
Barbara Taller 18 23 21 24 21 20 129
Jay Ankeriey IS 19 20 21 24 20 122
Emory University W W L L L L 2-4
Joe Longine 25 22 24 21 26 29 147
Susan Calioon 28 22 28 22 26 28 154
Hampton Institute L L W L W L 2-4
Shelviii Hall 20 17 18 16 24 14 109
Evelyn Miles 19 14 21 15 23 13 105
University of Kentucky L W L W L W ;3-3
Bob Valentine 20 23 22 23 20 30 138
Rod Page 21 26 23 24 20 24 138
Murray State University L L W L L W 2-4
Jerry Duncan 21 20 19 6 16 20 102
Mike Smith 22 22 19 6 16 21 106
Mercer University L L L L L W 1-5
Reed Banks 25 14 17 15 16 18 105
Dan Thigpen 25 19 16 16 18 18 112
Washington & Lee W L W L L W 3-3
Kevin Baker 20 20 24 18 26 21 129
Chris Mills 22 23 27 20 28 26 146
Western Kentucky L L L L L L 0-6
Barney Bull 17 21 17 18 18 13 104
Bill Durham 18 22 18 21 19 15 113
TOP SPEAKERS
Doiiiild Ritzenheiii, \Vayne State 159
Robert Shields, Wichita State 156
Rocor Charil, Michigan State 156
Brenda Robinson, Wayne State 156
Williiun Ward, Kansas 154
Susan Gaboon, Emory 154
Bert Rush, Soiitliern California 153
Marc Ruth, Southern California 152
Steve Lucas, California, Santa Barbara 152
TOP SIXTEEN TEAMS
5-1 Wayne State, 315
Southern California, 305
California, Santa Barbara, 302
Michigan State, 301
Wichita State, 296
Nebraska, 278
Indiana, 272
Minnesota, 267
Ball State, 264
Wisconsin—Milwaukee, 264
California, Long Beach, 261
4-2 Stanford. 292
Maryland, 289
Butler, 284
Rhode Island, 279
New Mexico, 270
24
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ELIMINATION ROUNDS
Octafinal Round
Wayne State defeated New Mexico 3-0
Nebraska defeated Calif. State, Long Beach 3-0
Minnesota defeated Ball State 2-1
Maryland defeated Michigan State 2-1
Cahfomia, Santa Barbara defeated Butler 2-1
Wichita State defeated Stanford 3-0
Indiana defeated Wisconsin—Milwaukee 3-0
Southern California defeated Rhode Island 3-0
Quarterfinal Round
Wayne State defeated Nebraska 3-0
Minnesota defeated Maryland 2-1
Wichita State defeated California, Santa Barbara 2-1
Indiana defeated Southern California 2-1
Semifinal Round
Wayne State defeated Minnesota 3-0
Wichita State defeated Indiana 3-0
Final Round
Wayne State defeated Wichita State 5-0
RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE
School Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd. 3 Rd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Rd. 7 Rd. 8 Totals
Kansas, aff. L L W w W w L L 4-4
Culham 24 20 24 25 27 26 22 12 180
Cohnstrom 23 20 27 26 22 25 27 15 185
Kansas, neg. W W W W W W W W 8-0
Falzer 22 24 28 23 21 24 28 24 194
Jeans 23 26 22 22 25 28 28 29 203
Mankato, aff. L L L W L L L W 2-6
Koehn 19 19 17 29 12 13 15 23 147
Sonnek 18 20 16 28 10 10 17 18 137
Mankato, neg. W W L L L L W L 3-5
Barnhart 24 19 16 24 12 17 24 14 150
Johnson 23 24 17 24 19 18 23 15 163
Minnesota, aff. L W W W L W W W 6-2
Tigue 23 25 20 28 23 24 21 22 186
Secretan 22 28 20 28 24 24 26 21 193
Minnesota, neg. W L L L W W L W 4-4
Pederson 22 23 18 15 19 30 23 26 176
Walter 19 23 19 16 17 24 20 24 162
North Dakota, aff. W W W L L L W L 4-4
LaGrave 20 23 24 24 17 10 23 24 165
Lund 21 24 24 24 16 10 23 25 167
North Dakota, neg. L W L L W L W L 3-5
Fuglesten 21 21 22 21 21 17 25 23 181
Bashara 20 22 19 22 22 16 16 22 159
Oregon, aff. W L W W W W W W 7-1
Eads 23 27 30 24 25 19 29 22 199
Anderson 24 27 29 24 25 20 27 26 202
Oregon, neg. L W W W W W W W 7-1
Mowe 18 25 20 26 23 22 26 25 185
Roberts 18 24 22 24 24 23 24 25 184
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RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE (Continued)
Scbool
Hd. 1
Rd. 2Rd. 3
Rd. 4Rd. 5Rd. 6Rd. 7
Rd. 8 Totals
Southern California, aff.LLwW
W
WWw
6-2
Actis
2623
202630
2528
24202
Anderson2624
2527
292627
23
207
Southern California, neg.
LWLW
LWW
W
5-3
Dodds
2327
192428
252726
199
Stein2324
202530
2328
25198
Stanford, aff.
LWLLW
LW
L3-5
Elving
18
251928
2823
1828
187
Philpot1723
20192416
1423
156
Stanford, neg.W
LWW
LWW
W
6-2
Shoch251623
222527
2519
182
Amett26
1725212526
2423
187
Texas Tech., aff.W
WWLW
L
LW5-3
Walsh292426
2123
272118
189
Bawcom
3023
25202223
17
19179
Texas Tech., neg.W
WLWL
WW
L
5-3
Moore
242628
30182028
26
200
Andrews282728
30212828
24
214
Ball State, aff.
L
L
LWLL
LL
1-7
Stauffer19
14152219
1522
20146
Charles
20151824
201424
21156
Ball State, neg.W
W
LLLLW
W
4-4
Keating2513
161819
191721
148
Miller
2414151918
1918
21148
Butler, aff.
WWWW
WWW
W
8-0
Kremer28
27252626
242424
204
Burress
27262223
272224
23194
Butler, neg.
WWLW
WWL
W
6-2
WaU
212121232224
2328
183
Heinen
2021193025
2522
29191
Indiana, aff.W
WLW
L
L
L
L3-5
Morrison20212418
17182116
155
Hammond
1819
24151617
1417140
Indiana, neg.
WWW
WWWW
L
7-1
J. Smith23
21182623
242125181
Schalliol
242419
1923242426
183
Indiana State, aff.W
LWWW
LLL4-4
Ramer
231619
22
18
161525154
Campbell24
2523232116
1720169
Indiana State, neg.
LLWW
LLW
L3-5
Lindsey
19221420
17
23
1225152
Greenwood
19
25212318241224166
Manchester, aff.
LLWL
LLL
L
1-7
Kaufman16
111716181814
18128
Clifton16111613
18
18
1518
125
Manchester, neg.L
LLLLLW
L1-7
Dietz
1716
12181818forfeit 9123
Hudson
141512161619
8114
Michigan State, aff.WWW
WWWLW7-1
Laycock
2525242725252126
198
Faster2524
232725262024194
Michigan State, neg.WWWLW
WW
W
7-1
Bratigam
26292919
253024forfeit208
Humphreys26
273018232824
201
Purdue, aff.
L
LL
WW
LL
L
2-6
Shelley
22262124211525
20174
Oberlin
22211523161625
21
159
26
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RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE (Continued)
School Rd. 1 Hd. 2 Rd. 3 Hd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Rd. 7 Rd. 8 Totals
Purdue, neg. W W W L w w W L 6-2
Wolf 18 26 23 22 20 20 24 24 177
Perez 18 26 23 21 22 18 24 22 172
Wabash, aff. L L L L L W L L 1-7
Messerschmidt 20 21 23 24 20 19 11 24 162
Crook 17 20 22 24 22 20 13 24 162
Wabash, neg. L L W W W L W L 4-4
Nickloy 23 23 19 22 13 18 15 20 153
Todd 23 13 20 19 18 21 17 20 161
Alabama, aff. W W W W W L W W 7-1
Jackson 26 26 25 28 18 21 24 28 196
Pruitt 25 26 24 28 18 24 24 29 198
Alabama, neg. W L L W W L L W 4-4
Peeks 23 24 24 21 23 25 21 23 184
Estep 25 23 26 22 22 27 30 24 199
Auburn, aff. L L L W L W L W 3-5
House 23 22 26 18 16 18 20 27 170
Bruggink 21 24 25 18 14 18 20 23 163
Auburn, neg. L W W L W W W L 5-3
Fisher 25 21 23 23 24 28 28 23 195
Page 29 21 13 21 24 27 28 24 195
Birmingham-Southern, aff. L L L L L L L W 1-7
Prince 17 10 19 18 18 16 10 11 119
' Brown 17 11 19 19 16 18 13 12 125
Birmingham-Southern, neg. L L L L L L L L 0-8
Taylor 17 13 16 24 21 17 18 12 138
Bridgford 16 11 15 25 24 18 18 18 145
Eastern Kentucky, aff. W W L L L L L L 2-6
Day 23 20 17 20 21 14 forfeit 153
Kiefer 19 21 18 18 22 13 147
Eastern Kentucky, neg. L L L L L L L L 0-8
Watson 18 15 13 10 14 19 14 18 121
Holderman 16 17 13 10 14 19 17 18 124
Emory, aff. W W L L W L L W 4-4
Taylor 28 21 22 20 28 26 23 23 191
Martin 29 24 25 21 30 27 23 26 205
Emory, neg. W W L W L W W W 6-2
Newman 28 30 27 26 23 26 27 30 217
Kantor 26 25 29 24 22 26 25 25 202
Florida State, aff. W L L W W L L W 4-4
Feagin 16 22 17 10 25 19 26 21 156
Carrigan 18 22 21 11 26 20 22 20 160
Florida State, neg. L W L L L W W W 4-4
Higgins 24 15 17 20 28 24 21 21 170
Mingione 23 18 24 20 28 24 20 22 172
Hampton Institute, aff. W L W L W W L L 4-4
Browne 22 21 18 11 18 18 14 21 143
Carson 23 22 24 13 25 24 16 22 168
Hampton Institute, neg. W L W L L W W W 5-3
Montgomery 25 26 19 23 20 29 24 23 189
Jones 25 23 20 22 20 25 23 18 176
Southwest Missouri, aff. W L L W W L W W 5-3
Stage 20 23 24 24 24 24 25 27 191
Winebrenner 20 20 23 24 23 23 27 26 186
Southwest Missouri, neg. W W L W W W W W 7-1
Eshelman 22 23 26 28 20 26 26 26 197
Chites 21 26 24 24 20 27 25 28 195
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RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE (Continued)
School Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd.3 Rd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Rd. 7 Rd. 3 Totals
Capita], aff. L W W W L L L W 4-4
Zingle 27 23 18 13 22 23 25 18 169
Frusch 28 26 18 17 24 24 25 18 180
Capital, neg. L W W L L W W .5-3
Baltzly 24 28 17 21 21 19 18 25 173
Hasecke 19 30 19 21 23 29 26 28 195
Iowa, aff. W W W W L W W W 7-1
Hanier 24 27 23 21 23 25 24 26 193
Mott 25 28 24 28 23 23 25 26 202
Iowa, neg. W L L L W L L W .3-5
White 21 20 22 21 27 16 22 24 173
Kodi 23 27 18 23 29 28 22 2.3 193
Iowa State, aff. W W W L W W W L 6-2
Stringer 24 23 20 22 21 21 24 25 180
Miller 25 23 23 21 27 20 18 29 186
Iowa State, neg. W W W L W W W W 7-1
Stockdale 21 25 25 21 24 18 26 25 185
Hoien 21 27 25 17 26 19 20 24 179
John Carroll, aff. L L L L W L L L 1-7
Meehan 18 14 14 27 22 22 23 16 156
Thomas 18 13 18 20 18 20 24 15 146
John Carroll, neg. L W L L W L L L 2-6
Tipps 18 10 18 14 17 24 15 21 137
Staib 17 11 22 15 20 21 15 20 141
Muskingum, aff. L L W L L L L 1. 1-7
Gzurlanis 22 18 19 16 24 17 19 18 153
Berkey 22 19 22 18 24 18 17 20 160
Muskingum, neg. L L L L L W \. L 1-7
Blowers 9 27 11 14 18 7 18 15 119
Enstron 17 22 21 26 22 13 19 20 160
Oberlin, aff. L W L L L W L L 2-6
McTntosh II 18 16 17 19 17 23 19 140
Hisner 23 27 22 19 22 22 22 26 183
Oberlin, neg. L L L W L L L L 1-7
Mugno 15 12 20 18 15 18 17 22 137
Tatter 13 15 22 16 16 18 18 21 139
Ohio State, aff. W L W W L L L 4-A
Varga 20 21 27 28 21 24 23 26 190
Conley 17 19 29 26 10 29 23 27 180
Ohio State, neg. L W W L L L W 1. 3-5
Klein 23 23 22 22 24 25 22 23 184
Eusen 22 21 22 21 23 24 24 21 178
Western Reserve, aff. L L W L L L L L 1-7
Hageinan 19 16 17 16 20 15 19 22 144
Stotter 20 18 18 17 21 16 14 21 145
Western Reserve, neg. L W W L L W W W .5-3
Corsi 22 24 24 21 19 22 26 19 177
Russell 18 20 21 22 18 18 24 17 158
George Washington, aff. L W W L L W W L 4-4
Natovitz 23 26 26 18 23 25 25 23 189
Mason 24 24 28 21 24 25 24 24 194
George Washington, neg. W W L W W W W W 7-1
Smith 27 24 23 25 26 25 29 27 206
Millard 29 27 22 25 .30 26 28 27 214
Maryland, aff. L L L L W W l. W 3-5
Bellas 20 19 18 19 24 20 18 22 160
Kiefer 21 20 18 20 25 20 18 22 164
28
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RESULTS OF FOUR-MAN DEBATE (Continued)
School Hd. 1 Rd. 2 Rd. 3 Rd. 4 Rd. 5 Rd. 6 Rd. 7 Rd. 8 Totals
Maryland, neg. L L W L L W W w 4rA
Spector 22 22 24 24 19 17 22 20 170
Brodsky 18 21 27 24 25 16 22 16 169
Massachusetts, aff. W L L W W L W W 5-3
Albano 21 21 15 18 21 18 19 25 158
Paige 23 23 16 19 22 20 22 26 171
Massachusetts neg. L L W L W L L L 2-6
Cronin 23 24 26 17 20 19 20 18 167
Hynes 22 24 20 17 21 17 20 19 160
Rhode Island, aff. W L W W W L W W 6-2
Buffum 22 23 20 19 23 23 20 22 172
DeFee 22 26 21 20 24 21 21 24 179
Rhode Island, neg. W L W W L W L L 4-4
Cragham 20 23 24 23 18 24 20 21 173
Quinn 17 21 20 22 20 24 19 20 163
Saint Anselm's, aff.
Bouchard
W W L W W L W W 6-2
24 24 24 26 29 24 23 27 201
Casey 23 29 27 30 30 26 24 29 218
Saint Anselm's, neg. W W W W W W L W 7-1
Moors 21 12 25 25 24 27 20 27 181
Green 23 20 25 22 24 27 20 23 184
Syracuse, aff. L L L L W L L L 1-7
Speranza 16 17 21 17 20 19 18 16 144
Tannenbaum 18 20 23 21 23 24 24 18 171
Syracuse, neg. W W W W L W L L 5-3
Dwolkin 17 20 19 22 23 20 22 19 162
Putnam 18 18 22 19 18 18 23 19 155
Harpur, aff. L L L L L W L L 1-7
Gorman 20 12 20 16 19 28 24 18 157
Rotkin 20 12 17 17 19 22 24 18 149
Harpur, neg. L L L L L L L L 0-8
O'Rourke 16 18 18 10 15 10 12 13 112
Owen 20 18 17 10 16 8 16 13 118
TOP TEAMS
Michigan State University 14-2 801
Butler University 14-2 772
University of Oregon 14r-2 770
St. Anselm's College 13-3 784
Iowa State University 13-3 730
TOP AFFIRMATIVE SPEAKERS TOP NEGATIVE SPEAKERS
Casey, St. Anselm's 218 Newman, Emory 217
Anderson, Southern California 207 Millard, Geo. Washington 214'
Martin, Emory 205 Andrews, Texas Tech 214
Kremer, Butler 204 Bratigam, Michigan State 208
Mott, Iowa 202* Smith, George Washington 206
Anderson, Oregon 202 Jeans, Kansas 203
Actis, Southern California 202 Kantor, Emory 202
Bouchard, St. Anselm's 201 Humphreys, Mich. State 201
Moore, Texas Tech 200
* Among affirmative speakers, the tie for 5th, 6th, and 7th places on total rat
ings was broken by reference to rankings. Among negative debaters, the tie for
second place could not be broken since Millard and Andrews were tied on rankings
as well as on ratings.
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RESULTS OF PERSUASIVE SPEAKING
Rank Percentage Points
Contestant and School Round I Round II Round I Round II
Berkowitz, Pennsylvania State 4-5-2 4-4-3 81-75-89 75-80-88
Berlin, Ohio Wesleyan 3-5-5 4-3-1 86-80-81 78-82-92
Bridgford, Birmingham Southern 3-5-5 5-3-4 84-81-83 80-92-82
Bull, Western Kentucky 3-5-3 5-5-5 79-84-80 75-75-76
Ghard, Michigan State 5-3-4 3-2-3 80-88-85 88-93-89
Dean, DePauw 5-4-4 5-3-3 78-85-75 75-87-82
Drew, Wichita State 5-4-4 1-4-2 79-83-88 95-80-91
Eads, Oregon 4-3-1 1-4-1 82-85-93 95-89-95
Hanson, Mankato 2-4-5 5-4-4 83-84-85 78-88-88
Haynes, Pacific 2-3-4 4-5-5 89-88-83 84-82-84
Hock, Elizabethtown 5-1-5 4-4-5 81-92-82 83-83-80
Humphreys, Michigan State 2-3-3 2-2-2 84-84-78 87-80-89
Iseman, SUNY, Albany 4-4-4 3-3-4 84-85-83 81-84-87
Jackson, Alabama 1-4-2 2-2-2 95-87-90 90-93-90
King, Galifornia, Santa Barbara 1-2-1 1-3-3 84-90-95 94-89-89
Knapp, Iowa 4-5-1 2-1-2 84-83-93 92-88-94
Levenson, Pennsylvania State 5-2-3 5-5-2 81-90-84 83-80-90
Lewis, Whittier 2-3-1 3-1-3 84-87-90 86-90-85
Lippincott, Florida State 2-2-2 3-1-3 86-92-87 85-85-83
Lucas, Galifornia, Santa Barbara 5-5-1 1-3-5 79-80-92 87-87-82
McKirahan, Muskingum 5-5-5 5-3-4 79-80-84 85-83-81
Millard, George Washington 2-1-2 2-1-2 94-87-90 90-94-92
Mott, Iowa 3-2-5 5-5-5 83-89-80 80-85-80
Natovitz, George Washington 1-1-2 1-2-1 90-98-85 95-87-95
Norwood, Louisiana State 3-1-3 1-1-1 82-95-89 98-93-95
Pruitt, Alabama 1-1-2 2-2-4 95-90-90 92-90-87
Rinehart, Louisiana State 4-2-5 5-5-5 78-89-77 80-80-83
Ritzenhein, Wayne State 1-1-1 1-3-1 88-98-89 95-92-93
Sartini, Rhode Island 4-4-4 4-5-5 80-80-85 84-86-80
Spangler, Rhode Island 3-3-3 2-4-4 85-90-85 87-85-84
Tigue, Minnesota 1-2-3 4-2-1 95-85-89 86-89-91
The following finalists were chosen on the basis of (1) total number of superior
ratings; (2) total rank (if ratings are tied); and (3) total percentage points (if
rankings are tied):
Eads, Oregon Superior
Jackson, Alabama Superior
King, California, Santa Barbara Excellent
Millard, George Washington Superior
Natovitz, George Washington Excellent
Norwood, Louisiana State Excellent
Pruitt, Alabama Excellent
Ritzenhern, Wayne State Superior
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RESULTS OF EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING
Rank Percentage Points
Contestant and School Round I Round II Round I Round II
Anderson, Oregon 5-5-4 2-2-2 86-75-83 92-85-90
Anselmi, Wyoming 2-2-1 5-3-5 90-90-93 80-89-79
Babington, Colorado 3-4-5 5-4-5 85-82-82 79-87-84
Bertrand, Creighton 5-2-5 4-1-3 79-95-82 80-92-95
Blowers, Muskingum 5-5-4 5-5-3 80-80-84 85-84-81
Bottoms, Pacific 5-5-4 5-5-5 77-80-85 75-76-77
Bradley, Texas Tech 1-2-5 3-3-5 90-89-85 87-86-80
Buckley, Wichita State 4-3-5 4-1-3 85-88-86 87-86-87
Case, Michigan State 5-5-4 4-5-4 82-80-83 86-88-82
Cervone, SUNY-Albany 5-5-5 5-3-5 78-82-77 75-81-84
demons, Washington State 5-5-4 5-5-5 75-83-89 78-82-82
Conton, Nevada 3-3-3 5-5-5 87-88-92 84-80-83
Creek, Wabash 3-3-5 1-5-2 88-89-82 87-87-85
Davey, Pennsylvania State 5-5-5 4-2-2 85-78-84 86-95-82
DeFee, Rhode Island 5-4-3 3-5-4 82-87-90 82-80-84
Dittmer, Utah State 2-3-3 3-4-5 91-88-85 88-83-86
Durham, Western Kentucky 5-5-2 5-2-1 82-83-93 84-91-89
Elving, Stanford 1-5-5 1-2-1 90-74-79 87-90-98
Feikema, Creighton 5-4-5 5-5-5 82-85-82 82-83-79
Finnegan, Calif. State, Long Beach 3-2-1 5-3-2 84-90-92 80-89-97
Fisher, Indiana 5-4-4 5-4-1 80-88-84 85-91-93
Coellnitz, Colorado 2-5-3 4-5-3 85-82-89 83-80-84
Griffith, Elizabethtown 5-5-5 5-5-5 82-80-75 84-82-78
Hacker, Wyoming 4-5-1 1-1-3 88-82-87 95-91-82
Hamer, Iowa 4-3-2 5-5-4 82-89-90 86-81-87
Johnson, Stanford 2-1-1 1-1-2 90-93-95 86-97-90
Keating, Ball State 1-5-3 5-4-5 88-82-86 75-85-78
Koch, Iowa 4-1-1 3-5-4 84-88-88 88-84-84
Laycock, Michigan State 3-5-5 2-2-1 89-87-87 83-83-89
Manthey, Ohio Wesleyan 5-5-5 5-5-5 75-83-83 78-78-75
Melendres, New Mexico 2-5-2 5-5-5 95-83-95 82-80-85
Mills, Washington and Lee 1-1-1 1-3-4 98-97-95 89-94-80
Morgan, Pennsylvania State 5-5-5 5-5-5 80-81-83 75-77-78
Morrison, Indiana 5-5-5 5-4-5 75-78-75 75-80-82
Nickloy, Wabash 3-5-5 2-1-5 86-84-87 88-98-78
Oberlin, Purdue 5-2-2 3-3-5 84-92-86 86-90-80
Page, Auburn 4-4-4 Absent 88-88-87 Absent
Peabody, Rhode Island 4-2-5 5-4-5 84-93-82 80-89-80
Peaks, Alabama 5-3-5 3-5-5 82-84-80 84-84-75
Pederson, Minnesota 5-5-5 1-1-3 83-81-83 84-85-85
Pincus, Maryland 5-1-1 3-5-5 84-95-89 87-90-78
Pound, New Mexico 3-1-1 1-3-1 88-98-94 94-88-92
Remsburg, George Washington 4-5-5 2-1-3 85-86-80 86-92-83
Roberts, Oregon 1-3-2 5-2-1 93-89-92 82-93-90
Ross, Calif. State, Long Beach 2-2-2 1-3-1 86-85-87 93-85-95
Rothman, Whittier 3-1-5 3-5-5 90-95-83 83-80-81
Rush, Southern California 1-4-4 5-1-3 93-83-85 83-90-86
Ruth, Southern California 5-3-2 4-2-1 75-89-92 85-90-98
Secretan, Minnesota 5-1-5 4-4-5 80-95-84 87-85-80
Sherman, Nebraska 5-5-3 4-5-2 86-80-85 81-78-88
Sonnek, Mankato State 1-1-3 2-5-4 93-94-91 86-85-84
Stano, Nevada 2-5-3 2-5-4 92-84-90 90-78-80
Taylor, Birmingham Southern 1-4-5 5-5-2 86-83-84 80-75-88
Thompson, Wichita State 2-2-2 2-2-2 89-92-87 89-88-89
Wadley, Utah State 5-5-5 5-5-5 85-84-85 83-80-82
Walsh, Texas Tech 4-4-5 2-4-4 87-85-78 85-88-83
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RESULTS OF EXTEMPORANEOUS SPEAKING (Continued)
The foIIowinR finalists were chosen on the basis of (1) total number of superior
ratings; (2) total rank (if ratings arc tied); and (3) total percentage points (if
rankings are tied):
Elving, Stanford Excellent
Finnegan, Calif. State, Long Beach Superior
Johnson. Stanford Superior
Mills, Washington and Lee Superior
Pound, New Mexico Excellent
Roberts, Oregon Excellent
Ruth, Southern California Superior
Sonnek. Mankato State Excellent
MINUTES OF THE NATIONAL COUNCIL
OF DSR-TKA MEETINGS
The first meetitig of the National Council was called to order by President
Leroy Laase at 3:10 p.m.. Monday. April 8. 1968. in the Cabinet Room.
Willard Hotel. Washington, D. C. Tlie following members were present for
part or all of the .session; Laase. McBalh. Cripe, Freeley, Beard. Lxiieh.
Pelham. Ewbank. Eubank. Griffin, Brockriede, Brock, Walwik, Adamson,
Moorhoiise, Hagood, Henigan, and Shields.
Freeley, National Conference Committee Chairman, announced a student
social hour for 8 p.m. Monday due to the curfew imposed on the city.
The Council was informed that several chapters had failed to appear or to
notify the Director of the Conference that they would not be present.
Moved by Walkik, seconded by McBath, to accept the minutes of the
December 27-28 meetings of the National Council with the notation that
Adamson was present at the December 27, 1967 meeting and that Texas
Tech be deleted from the list of delin<iuent chapters. Passed. Moved,
seconded, and passed that chapters present at the conference who had not
filed to have students initiated at the conference be allowed to do so.
Ewbank, on behalf of the Standards Committee, moved that Elizabeth-
town College be given a charter. Pas.sed unanimously. Ewbank moved that
Pace College be given a charter. Passed unanimoiisly.
President Laase appointed Dr. T. J. Walwik official representative of the
National Council to the Student Council. A Student Council committee of
faculty advisors DeBross. Huber. \'ickrey. and students Irish Scully. Cornell
University, and Carl Moore. Texas Tech, was appointed.
Freeley moved, McBatli seconded, that Dr. Robert Weiss fill the unex-
pired term of Dr. Wayne Brockriede as editor of Speaker and Cavcl. Passed
unanimously. The National Council went on record as most appreciative of
the fine job done as editor by Dr. Brockriede. Hagood moved, Moorhonse
seconded, that students nominated for Student Speaker of the Year award
not be excused from being present at the national conference unless abroad
on official business. Passed.
President Laase read a letter of greetings from Profes.sor Theodore O. H.
Karl, President of Pi Kappa Delta, to the DSR-TKA national conference.
President Laase presented the Treasurer's Report—July 1, 1967—April 1,
1968, in the absence of Dr. Hance. Accepted.
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Treasurer's Report—July 1, 1967-April 1, 1968
INCOME
Initiations
Investment Income
Keys
Special Gifts
Charters
Miscellaneous
$ 980.00
1,424.81
394.50
100.00
4.50
$2,903.81
DISBURSEMENTS
Budgeted: $3,500.00)
5,100.00)
?  )
150.00)
200.00)
?  )
$8,950.00
Speaker and Gavel:
November Issue $1,048.60 (Budgeted
Remaining Issues 654.25
Editorial Expenses 225.00 /  n
Keys 529.57 {  "
Printing and Postage 378.14
President's Office 150.00 i  "
Secretary's Office 827.05 {  "
Treasurer's Office 150.00 {  "
Maintenance of Records by
Allen Press 437.76 (  "
Dues and Expenses re. Assn. of
College Honor Societies 216.03 (  "
Expenses of SAA Committee on
Debate-Discussion 168.19 (  "
Membership Certificates 227.94 (  " !
Awards:
Speaker-of-the-Year 250.00 (  "
Distinguished Alumni — {  "
Trophy for NFL —
SAA Life Membership Payment — (  " .
Student Council 156.41 {  "
Historian's Office 150.00 i  "
National Conference I  "
ACHS Booklet 37.50 I  "
Miscellaneous 16.00 {  "
$5,622.44 {  "
$1,000.00)
2,400.00)
300.00)
?  )
300.00) (1)
200.00)
1,000.00)
200.00)
450.00)
200.00)
125.00) (2)
200.00) (3)
275.00)
50.00)
100.00)
200.00)
100.00)
200.00)
800.00)
50.00)
70.00)
$8,220.00)
Note (1): Includes item of $304.70 for Conference Booklets.
Note (2): Includes item of $50.00 advanced for 1968-1969 season.
Note (3): Includes carry-over item from 1966-1967 billed in July.
Note (4): The ' in-and-out" item of keys is included in both income and dis
bursements for this time period even though in the end-of-the-year
statement it will be subtracted.
Laase reported as of April 4, 1968, that the capital holdings had a market
value of $73,886.94. Eubank moved. Griffin seconded, that the National
Council direct the Finance Committee to withdraw from the securities in
vestments accruing dividends and up to a maximum of 50 per cent of the
capital gains if and when such funds are needed to balance the budget.
Passed.
President Laase introduced the problem of delinquent chapters. Eubank
moved, Ewbank seconded, that the National President write an appropriate
letter to the following schools that their chapter had been deactivated and
removed from the rolls of the fraternity: Amherst, Bellarmine, Carleton,
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Eiirlham, MIT, Miiiiclelein, and Williams. Pa.ssed. Eubank then moved, and
Evvbank seconded, that the following chapters be removed from the rolls:
Allegheny, Beloit, Clark, Harvard, Mississippi, SUNY at Fredonia, Pomona,
Rockford, St. Mary's, and Tiifts. Passed. Enbank moved. Lynch seconded,
that remaining chapters on the dcIiiKjnent list Ix- gi\ en one year to reacti\'atc
(tlu'se chapters are Alma, Boston U.. Brown. C^asc Institnte. Colgate, Con
necticut. Cornell College, Dartmouth. Da\idson, Hampton-Sydney. Loyola
of Chicago, Missouri. SUNY at llniversit\' Heights, Oklahoma, Oregon State,
Tulane, and Washington of St. Louis). Passed. Meeting adjourned at
5:.3() p.m.
The second meeting of the National Council was called to order by
President Laase at 2:45 p.m., Tuesday, April 9, 1968, in the Cabinet Room,
Willard Hotel, Washington, D.C. The following members were present part
or aU of the meeting: Laase, McBath. Cripe, Beard, Eubank, Moorhouse.
Walwik. Hagood, Griffin. Brock. Brockriede, Adam.son, Golden, L\nch,
Ewbank. Henigan, and Shields.
President Laase introduced the (juestion of the status of the St. John's
University petition for membership. Ewbank reported that the status of
the AAUP remains unchanged. Ewbank was instmcted to correspond with
St. John's. Hagood moved. Ewbank seconded, that the St. John's petition
be postponed to the December meeting of the National Council. Pas.sed.
Ewbank moved. Walwik seconded, that Anderson College be granted a
charter. Passed. Adumson moved, McBalh secc)nded. that the code on
chapter designation be dropped. Pas.sed.
Ewbank moved, Griffin seconded, that the following persons be elected
as members-at-large:
George A. Matter, Unis-ersity of Colorado
John H. Northwall, University of Colorado
James G. Bobbins, University of Colorado
Jobie Riley, Elizabethlown College
Marian M. Smith. Hampton Institute
Richard L. Speer, University of Iowa
John David Lewinsky. Marquette University
Ruth Lee Goldlarb, University of Ma.ssacluisetts
Jack" A. Samosky, Miami University
Gordon Zimmerman, University of Nevada
Allen Benson, Purdue University
John Monsma. Purdue Universit\'
Thomas B. Bishop, Samford University
Walter Fisher, Universit\' of Southern California
A. B. Driesscl. Stanford University
K. E. Mosier, Stanford University
Larry Augustine, Susquehanna College
Frances R. Allen, Tampa Lhiiversity
Hugh D. Price, Tampa University
Marvin Cox, M'ichita State University
Gerald H. Sanders, College of Wooster
Passed.
Inquiry about establishing foreign chapters was referred to Ewbank and
the Standards Committee.
McBath reported for the Distingui.shed Alumni Committee that awards
were to be presented to Robert Griffin. University of Nevada, and Ward
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Darley, University of Colorado. James Golden announced for the Speaker
of the Year Board that Eric Sevareid was the 1967 choice and that a
special award was to be given to Noiman Thomas.
Robert Shields, Student Council President, reported on action of the
Student Council. Shields moved, Walwik seconded, the following consti
tutional amendment;
That the national constitution be amended by the deletion of the first
sentence of Article V, Section 9, which reads:
The Student Council shall consist of three student representatives
from each Regional Division of the Society, the national President
of the Society (or someone deputized by him), and four Student
Councilmen-at-Large."
And that the following be substituted:
The National Student Council shall consist of the delegates from
each of the chapters of the Society represented at the National
Conference and the National President of the Society (or someone
deputized by him). Each chapter present shall have one (1) vote
in aU matters which shall come before the Student Council.
The amendment was passed.
Shields moved, Brockriede seconded, that the Second Vice President of
the Student Council be an Associate Editor of the Speaker and Gavel.
Passed. Brockriede reported that the conference booklet was ready for
distribution.
McBath reported on the meeting of faculty sponsors. Sponsors suggested
that (1) future national conferences, if possible, be on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday; (2) the prestige of the Student Congress and individual events be
enhanced; (3) membership dues be a part of the registration fee for national
conferences; (4) the values of membership be communicated more widely;
(5) student activity receive more emphasis in Speaker and Gavel; and (6)
the sponsors' meeting be held on the first day of the conference- Hagood
moved, Ewbank seconded, that items 1, 2, and 3 of McBath's report be
referred to the National Conference Committee for action, and that items
4 and 5 be referred to the editorial staff of the Speaker and Gavel for action.
Passed.
Eubank, Chairman of the Nominating Committee, reported twenty-three
replies to his request for suggestions and that the national slate will be
published in the November issue of Speaker and Gavel.
The Historian's report was received and noted. A suggestion on an
initiation packet was referred to the National Secretary for investigation.
Walwik moved, Criffin seconded, that the President appoint a committee
to study the role of regions. Passed.
Ewbank moved. Griffin seconded, that $500 be appropriated for a film
produced by the ACHS. Gripe moved, Eubank seconded, that the motion
be amended to have DSR-TKA make a contribution of $100 and then buy
a copy of the film. The amendment failed to carry. The motion passed.
Meeting adjourned at 5:40 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
NICHOLAS M. GRIPE
National Secretary
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CURRENT CRITICISM
Edited by Donalij L. Touhence
PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S VIETNAM ADDRESS:
IS A MASTERFUL POLITICAL STRATEGY NECESSARILY A GOOD SPEECH?
Beknahu L. Brock and Robert L. Scott*
On March 30, 1968, when the national approval ol" his Presidency had
dropped to 36 per cent and acceptance of his Vietnam policy had sunk to
a mere 26 per cent,^ Lyndon Baines Johnson disclosed that he would present
a national radio and television address on Vietnam. Iti the address that
followed on March 31, the President both surprised and shocked the nation.
He surprised the nation because he significantly modified previous policies
by announcing a bombing pause. In effect a unilateral de-escalation of the
war, designed to pave the way for peace negotiations. And he shocked the
nation because in the final moments of the speech he announced that he
would neither seek nor accept another term as President. The shock was
wi'itten on the faces of the follow-up news commentators who groped for
words to re.spond to the announcement which had not been included in
copies of the address released before deli\ery.
The President's message was an act upon a scene defined by the realities
of a war abroad and a rapidly escalating political campaign at home. Johnson
had been thoroughly identified with a war policy that argued for peace and
held that it would come when aggressors from the North had been punished
to a degree that would bring them to the conference table. Further, the
President was assumed to be a proud man who delighted in domestic
political battle and would automatically be a candidate in the fall. Unques
tionably reversing these expectations was a masterful strategy directed
toward an end generally agreed highly desirable—a meaningful peace. But
to make maximum the impact for good, the speech itself had to make the
strategy consistent with the realities as Johnson's audiences throughout the
world had learned to view them. ^Ve shall discuss first the President's
speech as a grand act on the world and domestic scene and then ask
whether or not the speech itself met the demands of the grand strategy.
1
Any evaluation of Johnson's address needs to consider its political and
military implications. At the time, the President hud become both politically
and militarily stymied. Politically, American policy in Vietnam had become
the dominant issue in the growing Presidential campaign, and Johnson's
critics, as suggested b>' the Gallup Poll approval of only 26 per cent, had
gained the upper hand on the issue. What was the effect of Johnson's
.stiategy in the speech? His political timing was excellent. McCarthy had
just successfully challenged him in New Hampshire. The significance of
McCarthy's feat was surely reflected in Robert Kennedy's decision to enter
the campaign for support in the primaries. These men represented a strong
threat to Johnson's leadership. They would have a difficult time gaining suf-
• Mr. Brock is Assistant Professor of Speech, Communication, and Theatre Arts
and Director of Forensics at the University of Minnesota. Mr. Scott is a Professor
in the same department.
^ "Approval of LBJ Dips to New Low," The Minneapolis Tribune, March 31,
1968, sect. 1, p. 1.
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ficient delegate strength to deprive Johnson of the nomination for a second
term, but they could so undeirnine his acceptance by the people that he
could not be re-elected in November. The campaign among Democrats
was already broadening to the effectiveness of the President's administra
tion in every current economic and social question as well as the war. Given
that condition, President Johnson had a great deal to lose by taking part in
a debate over the policies followed during his administration. He would
very nearly be forced to do so if he expected to be nominated, but in doing
so would increase the chances of retiring into history as a loser. Of course
the address was made only two days before the Wisconsin primary to a
domestic audience conscious that the public opinion polls were predicting
that the President would receive only 40 per cent of the vote. The political
tide at the moment seemed to be running against Johnson; the situation was
ripe for some political move on his part.
The move he selected was to combine the announcement of de-escalation
in Vietnam with his refusal to be a Presidential candidate in 1968. What
were the effects of this well-timed political move? First, overnight he
became a hero. An editorial in the Washington Post made a typical com
ment: "He has made a personal sacrifice in the name of national unity that
entitles him to a very special place in the annals of American history."-
Praise in both houses of Congress was fulsome. The credibihty gap which
had so long plagued the President was closed. Only a man of integrity
would subordinate his own pohtical interests to the interests of the nation.
Johnson's new image could be seen in the 13 per cent increase in his
popularity.®
A second effect was a tendency to offset the impact of the New Hampshire
and, two days later, the Wisconsin primaries. Was it significant if a non-
candidate lost in the primaries? Further, much of the punch was taken out
of the campaigns of the Democrats who opposed the President. The drama
of Senator Kennedy's entry into the campaign was eclipsed. Eugene
McCarthy, who had been largely a one-issue candidate, had to start anew.
Third, and probably most important, Johnson's move placed a strong
restraint on discussing Vietnam. The President had ostensibly agreed to try
measures urged by his opponents while not necessarily accepting the phi
losophy of his critics. But who would be willing to assume the responsi
bility of jeopardizing the prospects of peace by attacking President John
son while he was attempting to set up negotiations?
Finally, Johnson's strategy of withdrawing from the race while simul
taneously making a peace move increased his chances of being elected if he
were to become the nominee. Immediately after his announcement the
mass media considered the possibility of a convention draft; several politi
cians urged the President to reconsider and began to talk draft. Undoubt
edly, Johnson's chances of being re-elected in November would increase if
he would avoid an extended debate over his Vietnam policy. In a sense if
he should be drafted for candidacy, he has embarked on a political course
which must redound to his credit. If the peace moves succeed or seem to be
® The editorial from the April 1, 1968 Washington Post was read into the Con
gressional Record of that day, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., S 3669, at the request of
Senator Gale McGee of Wyoming. Comments on the speech throughout the
Record of April 1 are well worth study.
®"49 Pet. Now Back LBJ's Performance," The Minneapolis Tribune, April 17,
1968, sect. 1, p. 1.
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succeeding, he can profit from the relief which should sweep through the
electorate; if they do not succeed, he can claim to have tried methods like
those urged by his most effective critics and argue that his long-standing
attitude toward the Vietnam war was proved correct.
As one observes the impact of the address on the nation, he must conclude
that it was a masterful political strategy. At least Johnson avoids retiring a
bitter loser, and he may have set the stage for remarkable nomination and
election. When the events were turning against him, he was able to reverse
the tide and improve his future possibilities.
However, a review of the military-diplomatic situation raises some ques
tions about the effectiveness of the address. One must ask whether the
military-diplomatic move brought the United States closer to a solution in
Vietnam. Since 1965, the United States had significantly increased its par
ticipation in the war, including the extensive bombing of North Vietnam.
The purpose of this escalation was to make the war too costly for North
Vietnam to bear. This policy had been successful in making the war costly,
but it did not prevent the North Vietnamese from escalating their participa
tion as well. Finally, with the TET offensive, it became apparent that the
United States could not win a military victory without the complete destruc
tion of North Vietnam and most of South Vietnam. Within this setting.
President Johnson unilaterally de-escalated the war even though he had
previously refused to take such an action.
In assessing Johnson's bid for peace, one should point out the difficulties
of making judgments in the diplomatic field. One can only observe and
raise questions. The issue is further complicated because a peace bid could
not be evaluated by any audience, domestic, allied, or opponent, independent
of its domestic political repercussion.
Whereas the timing for the political retirement was excellent, the bombing
pause was poorly timed. In some respects it was too late, while in others
it was too early. It came too late to prevent Vietnam from becoming a
political issue which divided both major political parties. Also, it was
almost certainly too late to conclude negotiations successfully by the August
conventions, and probably before the November election. The issue of tim
ing raises the question of what the North Vietnamese would have to gain
by entering into serious negotiations before January when supposedly the
United States would have a new President. Wouldn't North Vietnam stall
negotiations until it could sit down with a team less personally involved in
the present policy than the Johnson administration? All of these observations
and questions suggest that the Johnson peace bid came too late to allow him
to conclude them before he left office.
Now, in what ways might the bid have been presented too early? Viet
nam had become a pohtical issue which divided the country, but the issue
had not been debated sufficiently to resolve the differences in favor of a
new policy for Vietnam. The quasi-moratorium on debate imposed by the
peace bid came when the nation was divided. No one can now predict how
this division will manifest itself later. When debate resumes, will a break
down in negotiations result in further escalation? WiU a divided nation ac
cept a treaty as negotiated? Is it desirable for one administration to start
negotiations which are probably going to be concluded by another? Behind
these questions are reasons which suggest that the bid came too early, and
that a new administration, either Repubhcan or Democrat, following an
election in which policy considerations figured strongly, would be in a better
position to obtain a meaningful peace settlement in Vietnam.
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2
Of course one may reply that we have read President Johnsons speech
much too cynically. We would prefer to believe that the President was
absolutely sincere in announcing his pohtical intentions, and we hope that
a meaningful peace might result somehow from the movements emanating
from the speech. Our reason for beheving that the speech itself was a poor
start (and is a poor speech no matter what the outcome) is that it so readily
allows a cynical reading while doing little to establish a firm foundation for
moving ahead toward settlement of the Vietnam difficulties.
If the speech were to subordinate the President's personal career to the
necessities of a hopeful future for Southeast Asia, should not his pohtical
announcement have been subordinated to the question of how we might
move closer to peace? The President may be assumed to have intended to
subordinate his announcement since indeed it is given as a reason consistent
with the modified Vietnam policy announced earlier in the speech, but the
suddenness of the brief announcement and its obvious immediate implica
tions for the rapidly intensifying political campaign destined the statement
of non-candidacy to overshadow the mihtary and diplomatic intentions.
In a sense the President made a speech and then an announcement. The
speech could well have stood without the announcement and had indeed
been released without it. As it stands, the address had two centers of inter
est and the question which will dominate the other is left unresolved in the
speech itself. The lines of argument which might have been developed to
show why a President who would definitely retire in less than a year could
work most meaningfully for peace are left largely undeveloped in favor of
an introduction to a dramatic announcement which highlights the deep
personal sacrifice of the public man, Lyndon B. Johnson.
Other choices were available to the President. He could have announced
his political intentions before the speech, saying in press conference, for
example, that these were closely related to new plans for Vietnam which
would be developed at length in a major pohcy address in a few days. The
policy could have been made to seem the careful consideration of a close
re-evaluation on the part of the administration. Instead, no communication
of extensive re-evaluation by the relevant members of the executive branch
were given at the time and little has been forthcoming since. The consider
ation has remained largely personal and even idiosyncratic.
This evaluation is strengthened because the President did very little to
indicate that the bombing pause and offer "now as in the past . . . to send
its representatives to any forum, at any time, to discuss the means of bringing
this ugly war to an end"'' was indeed based on any sort of reassessment.
Some forces must have brought the significant change in policy, but the
domestic and foreign audiences were left to speculate on what they were.
Why the change? In some ways the President took pains to indicate no
change in thinking. He reiterated the San Antonio formula early in the
speech, but he had done as much dozens of times. The formula was
usually interpreted as necessitating some sort of prior agreement for a bomb
ing pause and as being consistent with the notion that North Vietnam could
be brought to the peace tables only after suffering thorough punishment
^ U. S., Congressional Record, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., April 1, 1968, S 3670. All
our quotations are from this source (S 3670-S 3672). The address is also printed
In the New York Times, April 1, 1968, and In Vital Speeches of the Day, April
15, 1968.
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by militan' means. But now tlie Prc.sident was taking unilateral action—
and he labeled it as such.
If the announcemenl which was certainly dramatized by being made at
the end of the address could not have been made prior to the major Vietntmi
policy address, could it not have been made early in that speech as a basis
for a careful indication of reasons for a modification of policy? Johnson
only pressed points which had always been obvious; war is horrible.
But tragically, this is also clear: many men on both sides of the stniggle
will he lost. A nation that has already suffered 20 years of warfare will
suffer once again. Annies on Iroth sides will take new casualties. And the
war will go on.
There is no need tor this to be so.
There Is no need to delay the talks that could bring an end to this
long and bloody war.
Tonight, I renew the offer I made last August: to stop the bombard
ment of North Vietnam. We ask that talks begin promptly, and that
they be serious talks on the substance of peace. We assume that during
those talks Hanoi would not take advantage of our restraint.
\\T- are prepared Iti move immediately toward peace through negotia
tions.
Tonight in the hope that this action will lead to early talks I am taking
the first step to de-escalate the conflict. We are reducing—.substantially
reducing—the present level of hostilities.
But in the absence of military or political e.xplanations of wliy he was now
willing to act unilaterally when he had previously been pressed and had
refused to make the same move, one's attention moves to the political. Thus
the que.stion must be raised at home and in Hanoi. "Ila.s John.son changed
his purpose in N'ictnam?" The address answers this (|nestion when the
President stated:
But if peace docs not come now through negotiations, it will come
when Hanoi understands that our common resolve is unshakeahle and our
common strength is inevitable.
And later when he added:
That what we are doing now, in \'iefnuin, is vital not only to the
security of Asia, but to our own securit)'. Surely we have treaties which
we must respect, and commitments we must keep. Resolutions of Con
gress [Tonkin Ciilf Hesohitinn] testify ti» the need to resist aggr<?ssion in
Southeast Asia.
One recognizes that the President could not have deviated loo much from
his previous statements, or he would undermine his ability to negotiate. But
at the same time Hanoi must wonder whether the peace bid was primarily
a strategy to improve his position at liome rather than an indication that he
would be willing to negotiate meaningfully, from their point of view, in
\hehiam. In the absence of some indications of sound rea.son.s for .seeing a
fresh ])asis for negotiations, Hanoi could, on the other hand, believe that
unstated weakne.sses, hinted at in the President's talk of needed unity and
tax measures to maintain economic strength, were bringing Johnson to
desperate measures. If so, they could either exploit those weaknesses in a
eonierence or delay a conference to allow a serious situation to worsen.
Assuming that President Johnson was sincerely motivated in stepping out
c)l contention for aiu)ther term of office to make maximum his potential role
in bringing about peace, we can conclude that although his address w^as a
bold, dramatic act vividly Inglilighted by the domestic and world scene,
tlie details of the speech itself are not consistent with the demands of the
40
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circumstances. It is at best a mediocre speech, even though hopefully it may
initiate a conference that will lead to a meaningful peace.
Although firm conclusions about the eventual outcome cannot now be
dravra, two questions should be stressed: "What form will the existing
divisions in domestic opinion over Vietnam take?" "What do the North
Vietnamese have to gain by starting serious negotiations now instead of
stalhng until a new administration is inaugurated?"
Presently, both sides are sparring over starting negotiations. These over
tures are a direct result of Johnson's address, and they may pave the way for
a new President to settle the war and preside over another stage in the
thawing of the Cold War. But in the meantime the war in Vietnam has
not changed significantly, although President Johnson seems to have im
proved his political image through masterful use of personal sacrifice.
J
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SENATE VIETNAM DEBATE-MARCH 7,1968
Peter E. Kane*
Congressional debate in both the Senate and House of Representatives
is generally a formalized ritual. Typically it would consist of a series of
statements inserted into the Congressional Record or read in an almost empty
chamber. This pattern of debate has led some advocates of Congressional
reform to suggest that in the interest of efficiency all live debate be discon
tinued. Such action would eliminate the only national forum for the presen
tation and consideration of views on major issues regardless of how infre
quently that forum is used. The magnitude of such a loss was clearly seen
in the Senate debate of March 7, 1968, on United States policy in Vietnam.
While this rare tliree-hour extemporaneous debate was reported by the news
media, these reports were fragmentary and often a reflection of the ornitho
logical coloration of the reporting agency rather than what really happened.
It is the purpose of this report to present the event in detail and as ob
jectively as possible.
The business before the Senate on March 7 was HR 2516, the 1968 Civil
Rights Bill. At this time the Senate was proceeding under the rules of clo-
ture. These rules allow each Senator to speak for only one hour until after
a final vote on this measure. No Senator could yield any of his time to
another Senator, and thus, except for questions, no Senator could yield to
another while retaining the floor. The effect of the rules was that the time
taken by each Senator to discuss Vietnam was charged to the time remain
ing of his hour to debate HR 2516. In spite of the tendency of the cloture
rules to discourage all but those feeling most strongly on the issue to speak,
one-fourth of the total Senate membership representing twenty-three states
did participate.
The controversy began immediately after a close vote on a housing amend
ment to the Civil Rights Bill offered by Senator Robert Byrd of West Vir
ginia. Senator J. William Fulbright took five minutes of his time for
HR 2516 to make a few remarks about Vietnam.
I do not wish to detain the Senate too long, but I wish to raise an issue.
While it is not directly related to the business now before the Senate,
I believe it is indirectly related to it. . . .
There are rumors—or more than rumors—I am quite certain from the
news that has come to us through the press and elsewhere, that very sig
nificant decisions are being considered by the executive branch of our
Goverrrment, decisions involving a major new buildup of American forces
in Vietnam—not only a buildup of troops, but also there is the possibility
of the extension of the war beyond the geographical limits of Vietnam.
I believe these pending decisions raise a basic and most important
constitutional issue which must concern every Member of this body, re
gardless of whether he supports or disagrees with the administration's
war policy. This issue is the authority of the administration to expand the
war without the consent of Congress and without any debate or considera
tion by Congress.
Insofar as the consent of this body is said to derive from the Culf of
Tonkin resolution, it can be said that that resolution, like any contract
based on misrepresentation is null and void. . .
* Mr. Kane is Assistant Professor of Speech at Harptir College, State University
of New York at Binghamton and Faculty Sponsor of the DSR-TKA chapter there.
^ U. S., Congressional Record, 90th Cong., 2d Sess., March 7, 1968, S 2360.
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When Fulbright finished his own statement he yielded the floor to several
other Senators to make remarks on their own time. While there was some
critical comment on administration policy, most speakers directed their main
attention to the central point of Fulbright's statement. For example, Senator
Mark Hatfield of Oregon obsei-ved,
I think the question is not whether we dissent from or assent to the
present war policy as much as it is a question of what is the proper role
that we in Congress should play in tlie general warmaking policies of our
country. . . .
Congress must be a full, participating partner in this particular war-
making policy that the President has embarked upon."
Senator Frank Church of Idaho added,
The Constitution vests in Congress a fundamental responsibility in the
matter of war and peace. We have abdicated that responsibility in recent
years. The last two wars have been Presidential wars.
Now we are at a critical point in determining whether this war shall
continue to be a limited engagement or whether it is going to spread
into a general engagement on the Asian mainland.
This is the time to reassert our prerogative, to insist upon full congres
sional participation in that decision. This is the time.®
During the remarks of Senator Robert Kennedy of New York the tone of
the debate changed. He began with comment on the Constitutional ques
tion and ended by dealing with some emotion with some of the substantive
elements of the administration's policy.
I think it would be a mistake for the executive branch and for the
President to take a step toward escalation of the conflict in the next
several weeks without having the support and understanding of the
Senate, and of the American people.
Moreover, there is a question of our moral responsibility. Are we like
the God of the Old Testament that we can decide, in Washington, D.C.,
what cities, what towns, what hamlets in Vietnam are going to be
destroyed?
I would like to know what the people of South Vietnam are going to
be willing to do themselves.
If we are going to draft American troops of 18 and 19 years of age and
send them to Khe Sanh, Con Thien, and on the border of the demili
tarized zone, are we also going to say—as we now are doing—that the
people of South Vietnam do not have to draft their own 18-year-old and
19-year-old boysr"
After calling on a half-dozen Senators who shared his views Fulbright
yielded to Senator John Tower of Texas resulting in the following exchange
and statement:
The implication has been made that we have suffered a series of very
great defeats in South Vietnam. I do not accept that thesis. 1 am not
saying that we have accomplished a great deal in that unhappy land in
the last 6 weeks.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. . .. If we did not suffer any defeat or difficulty,
why is there a request for 200,000 additional troops?
Mr. TOWER. Because now the administration is doing what a number
2 Ibid., S 2362.
3 Ibid., S 2363.
^ Ibid., S 2363-S 2364.
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of us have been saying for 2'/-! years—that yon cannot win a war by a
gradual response of gradualism; that the only way to achieve military
victory is through military power, massive air and sea superiority, to
achieve the objective at the earliest possible time, with the maximum of
unpact.
.  . . [The enemy] has established his infrastnictures clandestinely in
most of the underdeveloped countries of this world; and ever>' time this
clandestine infrastnicture surfact's and starts a guerrilla war, there are
too many people in this country who say it is just a little old domestic
revolution.
Mr. President, it is no such thing. . . .
If we abandon Vietnam, then, of course, we abandon Laos as well, and
Cambodia, and then Thailand. Wlial are we going to do about Thailand?
There is a Communist underground organization mounting terrorist at
tacks against the people in Thailand, and North Vietnamese guerrillas are
deeply involved.
The late Adlai Ste\cn.son defended onr position in Soutli-East Asia, He
said that we cannot allow them to eoiitinne opening door after door
that will result in the ultimate conflagration.^
In his statement, the only extended cominent by a ''hawk." Senator
Tower made .several of the points widely used to justify an aggressive policy
in Vietnam. He did not speak to Fnlbi ight's main question of the role of
C()ngres.s in \'ictiiam poIic\' decisions.
By the time Senator Tower had eoncliided, tlie Record indicates that
several Senators were seeking to be recognized. Fulbright, who still held
ibe floor, yielded in turn to Senators \'ance Hartke of Indiana, Joseph
Tydings of Maryland, and Gayloid Nelson of Wisconsin—all in general
agreement with Fnlbiight's \'ietiiam position. In response to Senator
Nelson's comments Fulbright expanded upon his original criticism of the
Gnlf of Tonkin resolution.
I believe the Senator [Nelson] is speaking of a clehate on August 7,
1964. Of course, I was relying iii^in the tnithfnlness of tlie Secretary
of State, the Secretary of Defense, and tlie Cliairnian of the Joint Chiefs.
At that lime I was not ver>' cxi>ericnced in dealing with these gentlemen,
and I believed eveiything they told us—not only with respect to the facts
hut also as to their interpretation of their policy.
I also believed the President of tlie United States when he said that his
purpose was not to fight a war in Asia with .American Ixiys. I have his
exact statement in my notes."
This statement clearly shows how far the debate had moved in a little less
than txvo hours from the original point—Congress* role in Vietnam policy-
making. Rather Fulbright modified his original veiled cliarge of misrepre
sentation to a fairly explicit charge that the President and his leading
cabinet officers liad lied regarding tlie Tonkin (iulf resolution.
These comments were followed by an extended, noisy, and bitter par-
liamentarx' dispute. The source of antagonism was threefold. First, there
was resentment at Fuibright's refusal to allow his opponents to speak by
failing to yield to tliem. The propriety of the Senator's procedure was chal
lenged by Senators John Stennis of Mississippi, Norris Cotton of New
Hampshire, Albert Core of Tennessee, and Gordon Allott of Colorado. The
point which was finally establisiied was that a Senator could not yield to
Ibid., S 2364-S 2366.
•'Ibid., S2368.
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another Senator under cloture and still retain the floor except for the pur
pose of being asked a question. The statements by other Senators had clearly
not been questions. The result of this parliamentary point was that Senator
Fulbright was forced to conclude his own remarks and yield the floor.
Second, because the Vietnam question had been raised while the Senate
was operating under the rules of cloture, a complete exchange of views was
impossible. Many of the Senators who opposed Fulbright's views were
actively involved in the debate on the Civil Rights Bill and reluctant to use
their time to discuss anything other than the HR 2516 and its pending
amendments. After trying unsuccessfully for more than an hour Senator
Frank Lausche of Ohio finally obtained the floor and expressed the dis
pleasure with the timing of the debate.
I suggest to the chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations
that instead of talking continuously on this subject, he introduce a reso
lution to the Senate—one, to repeal the Gulf of Tonkin resolution; two, if
he does not want to do that, then a resolution to adopt the Gavin enclave
recommendation; and three, if he does not want to do either of the first
two, then to present a resolution to declare that we pull out of South
Vietnam and raise the white flag of surrender.'
The third source of antagonism was Senator Fulbright's attack on the
integrity of the President and his Cabinet Secretaries Dean Rusk and Robert
McNamara. After Fulbright had been forced to give up the floor, the
Senate Majority Leader, Mike Mansfield of Montana, attempted to smooth
over this matter by in effect retracting Fulbright's charge.
I think it is fair to say that regardless of how one feels about the situa
tion in Vietnam, in Southeast Asia, and in Korea, the President has tried
hard and vigorously and consistently to find a way to the negotiating
table, to the end that an honorable truce could be achieved and an
honorable settlement effected.
One may disagree with his San Antonio formula, or with his Johns
Hopkins speech, but I hope Senators will not impugn his motives; and to
the best of my knowledge, no one in this Chamber has.
We cannot recall tire Gulf of Tonkin resolution. If I knew then what
I know today, I would have voted against it. However, I cannot operate
on hindsight. I voted for the Gulf of Tonkin resolution.
Those witnesses who appeared before the Foreign Relations Gommittee
were, in my opinion, honest and candid on the basis of the information at
their disposal. And, as far as McNamara was concerned when he ap
peared some days ago before our committee in his farewell appearance,
I think he was candid and honest in what he had to say about the intelli
gence activities of one or both of these destroyers.®
With the papering-over of the last area of antagonism the debate con
cluded on a new point which sprang directly from the antagonism which
had been created. Senator George McGovem of South Dakota noted the
value of free expression of dissent and was critical of the advertising used
to support President Johnson's election campaign in New Hampshhe.
Those are the tactics of Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia. Those are
the tactics that would silence free and open discussion of honest differ
ences of opinion.
... I think the point made by the Senator from Montana is well taken
that it does not really require very much courage or patriotism to stand
' Ibid., S 2378
8 Ibid., S 2375-S 2376.
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on the floor of the Senate and cheer our troops on to their deaths. Our
responsibility would be abandoned by that kind of blind endorsement
of a policy that we beheve to be mistaken and not in the national
interest.®
Senator Gore concluded the debate by quoting at length from Patrick
Henry's famous "Liberty or Death" speech and adding,
This dilemma is as old as our Republic. The dilemma is whether, in
certain situations, patriotism demands that men hold their tongues or
speak their minds; whether the true patriot, who questions the course of
action his government is taking, should remain silent and thus by his
silence give his assent to the conduct and policies of his government or
should instead, in voice challenge the wisdom of his leaders.
I believe, Mr. President, that a U.S. Senator not only has a right to
express his dissent but a duty to do so, and the greater the cause, the
greater the duty. It will be a lamentable day, indeed, when U.S. Senators
refrain from criticizing or questioning the policies of our Government
because of the fear that to do so will bring upon them the opprobrium,
the accusation, the insinuation or the question of being unpatriotic. This
shall not be. And, as Patrick Henry noted, the more important the sub
ject, the freer—the more outspoken—should be the debate."
In summary, the Vietnam debate in the Senate on March 7, 1968, was a
most remarkable event. While the Senate was debating under cloture the
Civil Rights Bill of 1968 (HR 2516), Senator Fulbright took the floor to
request greater Congressional participation in Vietnam decision-making.
Several other Senators supported his request and led the discussion into
specific criticism of President Johnson's policies. The timing of these re
marks, the manner in which Fulbright stifled dissent, and the perceived
intemperance with which charges against the administration came to be
stated caused an antagonistic reaction among many Senators who did not
share Fulbright's Vietnam views. After an attempt to sooth ruffled feelings,
a counter reaction resulted in comments regarding the importance of free
expression of dissenting views.
The objection might be raised that this Vietnam debate violated the
Senate's rule of germaneness in that it had nothing to do with civil rights.
However, others might argue that Vietnam affects all aspects of American
life. As Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania put it,
Vietnam is a cancer which is devouring our youth, our morals, our
national wealth, and the energies of our leadership. The easualty list from
this war only begins on the battlefield. As victims, we must also count
the programs of the Great Society, the balance of payments, a sound
budget, a stable dollar, the world's good will, detente with the Soviet
Union, and hopes for a durable world peace. The toll of this war can
never be measured in dollars spent—they are only the tip of a vast ice
berg whose bulk can never be accurately measured."
One immediate evaluation of this debate was made by Senator McCovem
who said, "1 wish to express my appreciation as a Member of the Senate and
as a citizen of this country for what 1 regard as possibly the most significant
discussion held on the Senate floor in many years."" Even if McCovem's
evaluation is only partially coiTeet, continuation of Congressional floor debate
had been justified.
" Ibid., S 2377-S 2378.
Ibid., S 2382.
" Ibid., S 2379.
12 Ibid., S 2377.
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NEGATIVE APPROACHES TO THE COMPARATIVE
ADVANTAGES CASE
David A. Thomas and Jerhy M. Anderson*
Argumentation theorists frequently allude to pivotal questions in every
day life as springboards for discussing the theory of comparative advan
tages. The applicability of comparative advantage theory to ordinary
decisions illustrates that the approach is a realistic method of conflict reso
lution, An example of such a question, one periodically facing a large seg
ment of the consumer public in assessing personal transporation needs and
determining hfe-style, is: Should I trade in the old car for a new one?
The implication is that, while the old car may be adequate, a new one
would be better. Comparative advantages cases are similar: the affirmative
position is that buying a new car would improve on the status quo.
Negative teams sometimes fail to adapt their arguments to comparative
advantages cases, and instead, try to apply traditional stock objections.
An inflexible negative team will argue, "Since the old car runs, there is
no inherent need to trade for a new one; therefore, a new car should he
rejected." If people really thought in tliat pattern, the automobile industry
would collapse. The usual result of the negative use of stock arguments
against comparative adi'antages is a dull debate won by the affirmative
team.
When the affirmative team claims that its plan will make things better,
the negative team must go beyond the bland assertions that "the status
quo is good enough." The negative team must examine the affirmative case
to determine whether it is tiuly advantageous; moreover, the negative team
must attempt to establish enough undesirable outcomes of the plan to make
it comparatively disadvantageous. This article will consider what major ap
proaches the negative team may appropriately take against comparative ad
vantages cases.
What are the two defining characteristics which distinguish the compara
tive advantages case from the more familiar inherent need case? In the first
place, the comparative advantages approach does not claim any inherent
need (in the usual sense) to change the status quo. Advantages are not
merely "inherent needs turned inside out." Instead, advantages are used as
warrants to support the claim that the affirmative plan is the best of all
possible alternatives to achieve certain existing goals or to solve certain
current problems. Indeed, as Brock has pointed out, the affirmative must
accept the goals, principles, and assumptions of the status quo when offer
ing a comparative advantages case.i Thus, attention is shifted away from
the faults of the status quo to the merits of the affirmative plan when com
pared to the available alternatives. The first defining characteristic of
a comparative advantages case, then, is apparent: primary emphasis is
focused on the plan, not on the inherent deficiencies of the status quo. (This
is one reason the plan is generally placed first in comparative advantages
cases.)
* Mr. Thomas is assistant director of forensics at Michigan State University. Mr.
Anderson is director of the speech faculty and alternating director of forensics at
the same school.
Bernard L. Brock, "The Comparative Advantages Case," Speech Teacher, XVI
(March, 1967), 120.
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Thus, the affirmative team cannot claim an urgent need to adopt its plan;
in fact, the negative team can safely assert that even if the affirmative
team's comparative advantages case is correct, no particular harm will come
from rejecting the plan. Rejecting the plan would mean that the alleged
advantages of the plan would not accme; but since the affirmative team
admits there is no inherent need in the status quo leading to evils or harm,
as those terms are generally used, the sense of urgency is waived.
This leads to the second defining characteristic: the affirmative team must
claim that significant advantages will accrue from this plan. The alleged
advantages provide the sole rationale for adopting the plan. Traditional
debate theory invokes Whately's dictum that "since a change is not
a good in itself, he who demands a change should show cause for it."- In
comparing its plan with the available alternatives, the affirmative team
must show that its plan is significantly more advantageous.
The two principal elements of a comparative advantages case, then, are
the plan and the advantages. The structure of such a case can usually be
reduced to a causal argument: if the plan is adopted, then advantages will
accme. This is a causal relationship, pure and simple. The plan (cause) will
lead to advantages (effects). If the negative team can establish that the
causal relationship is fallacious, then the affirmative case must fall.
Three distinct avenues of attack are open to the negative team. The
sti'ongest attack will depend on the substantive issues in a given debate, and
the three negative arguments may he used separately or in combination.
The three avenues of attack are to (1) attack the plan in isolation, (2)
attack the advantages in isolation, and (3) attack the causal link which
welds the plan and the advantages together. These three arguments repre
sent the major theoretical approaches to refuting the comparative advantages
case directly."''
The first attack is upon the plan in isolation. The plan considered alone
may be attacked from two distinct angles. (1) Since the plan must repre
sent a change in the status quo, by definition it must replace some mecha
nism of the status quo. The negative team may point out the benefits which
result from the specific mechanism to be replaced; these benefits will be
lost if the affirmative plan is adopted. (2) Since the affirmative plan will
have effects of its own, the negative team may extend the plan to other
effects (entirely apart from the alleged advantages) which are disadvan
tageous. In brief, the two arguments against the plan in isolation are that
it exeludes some benefits resulting from the status quo and that it leads
to unique disadvantages.
To illustrate the first of these lines of argument against the plan, let us
examine a hypothetical comparative advantages case under the topic.
Resolved: That Congress should establish uniform regulations for criminal
investigation procedures. Suppose the plan calls for national adoption of a
model code of criminal investigation procedures, such as that proposed by
the American Law Institute. The negative team could analyze the system
-Richard Whately, Elements of Rhetoric (New York: Sheldon and Co., 1871),
p. 141. Cf. L. Dean Fadely, "The Validity of the Comparative Advantages Case,"
Journal of the American Forensic Association, LV (Winter, 1967), 28-35, in which
Fadely defends the validity of comparative advantages as sufficient reason for a
change in the status quo.
^ One other avenue of attack is open to the negative team, and that is the
counterplan. This article omits all discussion of the counterplan due to space
limitation.
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of criminal investigation procedures replaced by this plan. The outstanding
feature of the status quo is that each governmental rmit has its own code of
procedures. This plurality allows for a flexible approach to investigation
based on the needs of each law enforcement agency; and flexibility has its
advantages. Under the affirmative plan, all benefits deriving from flexibility
would be lost. If the benefits lost are shown to be at least as important as
the advantages claimed for the plan, the affirmative case is not compara
tively advantageous.
A related attack on the plan is to show that it is inconsistent with the
goals of the status quo. Recall that the comparative advantages case must
support the goals of the status quo. Is the rationale for the plan in harmony
with the goals and principles of the status quo? Consider the proposition.
Resolved; That the United States should substantially reduce its foreign
policy commitments. Suppose the plan is to withdraw all U. S. troops from
NATO. Suppose the alleged advantage is that two billion dollars would be
saved annually. The mrderlying assumption of this advantage is that saving
money is the rationale for the foreign policy commitments in question.
Actually, although economy is important, foreign policy is established and
maintained for other reasons. The negative argument here is that to adopt
the plan merely to save money is to subvert the real goals of our commit
ments to NATO. In essence, the negative team may claim that the plan is
inconsistent with the existing goals which it intends to improve.
The second line of argument is that the plan will result in additional and
distinct disadvantages. Suppose the plan calls for national adoption of
police wiretapping. The negative could predict that the plan would lead
to rmdesirable effects such as invasion of privacy by the police. The differ
ence between this argument and the preceding one is that here the negative
team predicts harmful or undesirable results of the affirmative plan itself,
which would countervail the alleged advantages.
These two lines of argument against the plan in isolation are not unique
to a comparative advantages case. They are used by negative teams against
any affirmative approach. They are also modified by affirmative teams to
use against negative counterplans. But because of the increased importance
of the plan in a comparative advantages case, these arguments assume in
creased weight.
The second theoretical avenue of attack is upon the advantages, consid
ered in isolation. The alleged advantages must meet two criteria: (1) they
must be of some positive value and (2) they must be significant enough to
warrant a change from the status quo.
Using the first line of analysis, the negative team may evaluate the
changes in the status quo which will be produced by the affirmative plan,
and which the affirmative team asserts to be advantages. If the changes
resulting from the plan are merely differences from the status quo, having
no demonstrated positive value, the alleged advantages cannot be considered
reason enough to adopt the plan. To illustrate, consider the proposition.
Resolved: That the federal government should guarantee a minimum an
nual cash income to all citizens. Suppose the plan calls for federal provi
sion of a monthly cash grant to all families whose earnings fall short of a
specified amount. Suppose further that the affirmative team alleges that the
following advantages will accime:
1. The income will be guaranteed by the federal government.
2. The income will be in cash.
3. The plan will include all citizens.
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The negative team might well challenge the positive value of these effects
of the plan. These alleged advantages are no more than a restatement of the
terms of the proposition. Their value is an assertion which must be sub
stantiated by the affirmative team. Why are federal guarantees in cash to
all citizens advantageous? Until the affirmative team justifies the advantages
as positively valuable, it has presented nothing more than a differentiation
from the status quo; and, as Whately wrote, "A change is not a good in it
self."
Using the second line of analysis, the negative can challenge the signifi
cance of the alleged advantages. Suppose the plan is to adopt a national
code of criminal investigation procedures; and the advantage claimed is that
rmcertainty and confusion among the police will be eliminated, with more
efficient law enforcement as a result. Here the negative team could chal
lenge the affirmative to quantify both the degree of existing confusion and
the degree to which police effectiveness is hindered. The negative position
would be that there is no significant amount of confusion; simply because
codes vary from place to place is no warrant that police are confused and
uncertain. Furthermore, the negative could contend that even if police
officers were not certain of the law, they could act efficiently against crime
anyway. These arguments do not necessarily challenge directly the value
of the affirmative goal, but they deny that the alleged advantage can be
achieved to any significant degree.
The comparative advantages case may be attacked by challenging the
plan in isolation and by minimizing the advantages in isolation. A third
important mode of attack is to destroy the causal link between the plan and
the alleged advantages. This can be achieved in at least three ways: (1)
deny that the advantages will follow as a result of the plan, (2) show that
the advantages can be obtained from the status quo itself, or from minor
repairs of the status quo, or (3) show that the advantages accrue from an
extrapropositional plank of the plan. These three negative attacks are
derived from logic^ bases. The first two arise from the principle that a
cause must be both necessary and sufficient to produce an effect. The
third is derived from the nature of contest debate. Ultimately, the decision
of the judge is cast for or against the proposition: that is, the judge must
determine whether the affirmative arguments sustain a call for acceptance
of the proposition. Therefore, if the advantages are gained outside the
proposition, even though the affirmative team advocates them, the advan
tages do not justify the proposition.
The first line of argument denies that the plan will result in the predicted
advantage. This argument does not deny that the alleged advantage is
significant and valuable; it questions whether the plan will work to provide
it. This type of negative approach is analogous to the workability or plan-
meet-need argument used against an inherency case.
For example, suppose the affirmative plan is to provide an income of at
least $3,000 for every family. Suppose the alleged advantage accruing from
this plan is that rehabilitation services for the poor would be improved:
that more unskilled workers would seek job training, that couples with
marital problems stemming from insufficient income would seek coimseling,
et cetera. The essential question the negative should ask at this point is,
"Is the plan sufficient to produce these effects?" An analysis of the status
quo would prolrably reveal so many complex factors contributing to the
problems of the poor that a guaranteed money income at the poverty level
would have minimal effects on the particular problems suggested by the
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affirmative. The negative team could pursue the lack of causal linkage even
further by showing that often the poor do not seek rehabilitation and coun
seling services due to pride, ignorance, mistrust of the social worker, or a
lack of motivation to improve, none of which would be directly influenced
by the affirmative plan.
The second line of argument against the causal connection between the
plan and the advantages is to show how the advantages can be obtained
without adopting the plan, that is, to prove that the plan is not a necessary
cause for the alleged effects. Returning to the example in the preceding
paragraph, the negative team could show how the outreach of the rehabili
tation programs of the present system could be improved by minor repairs.
If the alleged advantages can be gained by means other than by the affirma
tive plan, the affirmative team has the burden to prove that its plan is
superior to those other means. As Brock says, "In asserting that conditions
probably will be better than at present, the affirmative has taken on the
responsibility to show that its plan would be better than any excluded
alternative."''
Thus, the plan must be both necessary and sufficient to produce the
advantages. A third line of argument is to demonstrate that those planks of
the affirmative plan which produce the alleged advantages are outside the
terms of the resolution, thus making the advantages moot. The negative
team could agree completely with the affirmative that the plan would result
in the advantages; but if the plan does not meet the terms of the resolution,
the argument goes to the negative. For example, suppose the affirmative
plan is to provide a guaranteed cash income to all, with the added stipulation
that all employable poor people must first agree to enroll in rehabilitation
programs such as job retraining. The claimed advantage is that more poor
people would be reached by current programs, and ultimately more poverty-
ridden people would emerge from poverty through their increased skills.
The negative attack here is not to deny the desirability of the advantage—
it would be good indeed to help people to help themselves—but, instead,
to show that the advantage comes from retraining the employable poor, and
rehabilitation Raining is not a requirement of the resolution, which calls
only for the guaranteed cash income for all. Such an affirmative plan is
essentially nothing more than offering an allowance to enrollees in training
programs, since enrollment is required by the affirmative plan before em
ployable poor people can receive the money.
These examples conclude the primary avenues of attack against a com
parative advantages case. The plan may be shown to be disadvantageous in
its own right or to exclude benefits under the status quo programs it re
places; the advantages may be shown to be either without value or without
significance; and the causal link between plan and advantages may be shown
to be insufficient, unnecessary, or extrapropositional.
' Brock, 120.
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IN DEFENSE OF SATIRE: A KIND WORD FOR
THE INSTRUMENT WHICH PINCHES
Benjamin Ramsey*
In American debate, satire, especially ironic sarcasm, has fallen upon evil
days. Many debate judges automatically attack any use of any form of satire.
In his text on speech education Charles Balcer states bluntly that a "judge
should be prone to penalize a team which resorts to sarcasm."^
For the purposes of this article satire is defined broadly as any deliberate
attempt to discredit through ridicule. Its usual forms are ironic sarcasm,
burlesque, and parody. As for invective, Northrop Frye calls it a "boundary
of satire."^
A possible reason for the decline of satire was suggested by Quintilian
when he linked it with the word urbanitas.'^ Satire suggests the polished
learning of the big city. Many small town, provincial types tend to associate
it with the glib "city slickers," and thus to suspect it. In much of rural
America the chamber of commerce attitude, which Sinclair Lewis attacked
in works such as Babbitt and Main Street, still persists; as a result the "good
guy" is usually the booster and the "bad guy" is the satirical critic. In con
trast, the British tend to regard the satirists with more tolerance.
The personal peculiarities of some of the world's great satirists have also
tarnished the reputation of the art. Too many remember Pope's hunchback,
Swift's insanity, Oscar Wilde's perversion, or the sick humor of some of our
modem "comedians"; they forget the more wholesome efforts of Will Rogers
and Mark Twain or Bob Newhart and Art Buchwald.
The purpose of this article is to suggest that the rhetorical history of
satire is long and reasonably honorable; that satire has legitimate targets;
that it can be lively and effective when its pitfalls are avoided. It is
acknowledged that satire, like any effective weapon, can be misused.
Although the origins of sathe could be tiaced back to the mimicry of
the cavemen, its theoretical basis was not developed until classical times. In
the Rhetoric, Aristotle casually allowed that "the means to laughter are
thought to be of some value in controversy. Gorgias says that we must
ruin our opponent's earnestness with our jocularity, and his jocularity with
our eamestness. His saying was right."^ But it remained for the Romans
to recognize officially the persuasive potential of satire and to make an
analytical study of the art. In Book II of De Oratore Cicero plunged into
the heart of the problem:
There are five matters for consideration: first, its nature; second, its
source; third, whether willingness to produce it becomes an orator;
* Mr. Ramsey, until recently an instmctor of English at the University of Ari
zona, is now a doctoral candidate in speech at the University of Colorado.
^Teaching Speech in Today's Secondary Schools (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 1965), p. 335.
^ Quoted in Satire: Theory and Practice, ed. Charles Allen and George Stephens
(Belmont, California: Wadsworth Company, 1962), p. 18.
^ The Institutio Oratorio of Quintilian, tr. H. E. Butler (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 1921), VI, iii, 17.
^The Rhetoric of Aristotle, tr. Lane Cooper (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 1932), 1419 b, 2-5.
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fourtli, the limits of his license; fifth, the classification of things laugh
able.®
Although Cicero suggested that he was merely exploring the subject of wit,
he proceeded to discuss and illustrate almost every modem form of satire:
caricature, mimicry, invective, ironic sarcasm, understatement, burlesque,
assumed simplicity, et cetera. He also discussed the need to adapt satire to
the speech purpose and occasion.® Quintilian's discussion of the rhetorical
uses of satire, while not as enthusiastic as Cicero's, was equally elaborate and
detailed. Such notable literary figures as Horace and Juvenal helped to give
Roman satii'e added dimensions, and much of this tradition survived the
Dark Ages, reappearing in seventeenth-century England. Even today, the
British are noted for their dry wit. Many Americans who have tangled with
British debate teams have had to learn of this national trait—the hard way.
James Sutherland, after reviewing an impressive array of British satire,
reached a significant conclusion:
The art of satire, then, is an art of persuasion, and persuasion is the chief
function of rhetoric. .. . I take satire, therefore, to be a department of
rhetoric.'
History also suggests that the legitimate targets of satire have undergone
an assortment of changes. Englishmen used to laugh at people being flogged;
butchers and inn-keepers, if they pretended to any degree of culture, were
considered to be hilarious in the eighteenth century.® Today satirical tastes
have mellowed, and by common consent most underdogs are protected. It
would be forensic suicide to mock an opposing debater because of a bodily
deformity, an incurable speech defect, or his father's occupation. Northrop
Frye has stated an important principle: the satirist and his audience must
agree as to the "undesirability" of the thing attacked.®
However, many legitimate targets of satire still exist. Detailed lists of
each individual possibility could nin for pages, but most can be grouped
in seven general categories. The debater anxious to exercise his wit might
do well to be alert for (1) any form of affectation or pomposity, any attempt
to be what one is not, any style which calls attention to itself; (2) any rigid
inelasticity or excessive prudence; (3) any form of unrealistic idealism or
utopianism; (4) fallacious reasoning, or logic applied to an inappropriate
subject; (5) oversimplification, the easy answer to a complex question which
has baffled the best minds; (6) any disregard of common sense or the
customs which have been established as a result of years of experience; or
(7) hypocrisy or deliberate falsehood.
The limited confines of this intr-oductory article will permit only a hand
ful of illustrations of satirical attacks aimed at some of the sins listed above,
but the student of satire can discover hundreds, whether perusing modem
or classical works. Cicero, for example, used the device of "pretending to
agree" when attacking Fabia's falsehood that she was only thirty years old.
He remarked that she must indeed be thirty for he had been "hearing it for
the last twenty years. Gains Caesar undercut the arrogance of Pomponius
® De Oratore, tr. E. Sutton and H. Rackham (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni
versity Press, 1942), II, 373.
® Ibid., II, 357-418.
' English Satire (Cambridge, England; Cambridge University Press, 1958), p. 5.
® AUen and Stephens, p. 18.
® Quoted in ibid.
Quoted in Quintilian, VI, iii, 73-74.
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who was bragging about a face wound be bad received in battle: "You
should never look around when you are running away.''^^ In more modem
times Mark Twain liked to bumble the exalted with ironic parallelism; be
once linked "monarcbs, presidents, Tammany Hall bosses, burglars, and
convicts."!^
Still more recently college debaters have used some interesting examples
of parody. A British debator speaking on the campus of the University of
Colorado satirized the current timidity of England's Labor Party in the field
of foreign affairs: "Ours is not to do or die; ours is but to reason why." bi
the 1961 West Point final debate, a beleagured speaker arose and began bis
rebuttal by saying: "I'd like to paraphrase Winston Cburcbill: Never have
so many things been found so wrong with so little in so short a time."^®
Using a bit of ironic parallelism another debater mocked bis opponent's
fears of an enemy attack on the North American mainland: "The only in
vasion we have had in the last one hundred years is that of the Japanese
beetle and the British lecturer."!"*
Unfortunately, examples of debate satire are becoming progressively
rarer, and the quabty of current debate satire suggests an increasingly apa
thetic approach to this demanding art. What is needed is more satire in
the Mark Twain tradition. Here be exposes the fallacy of the continuing
trend, a fallacy not infrequently encountered on the debate circuit:
In the space of 176 years the Lower Mississippi has shortened itself 242
miles. That is a trifle over a mile and a third per year. Therefore any
cahn person, who is not blind or idiotic, can see that in the Old Oolitic
Siliuian Period, just a million years ago next November, the Lower
Mississippi was upwards of 1,300,000 miles long and stuck out over the
GuH of Mexico like a fishing rod. And by the same token any person can
see that 742 years from now the Lower Mississippi will be only a mile
and three-quarters long, and Cairo and New Orleans will have joined
their streets together, and be plodding comfortably along under a single
mayor and a mutual board of alderman. There is something fascinating
about science. One gets such a wholesale return of conjecture out of such
a trifling investment of fact.*®
Such satire as this—clear, effective, and entertaining, should not be barred
systematically from debate contests. There have already been too many
debates which were void of these flashes of wit and repartee which are so
essential to lively, colorful verbal conflict. Why scrape the last of the icing
off the cake?
Instead of a campaign designed to stamp out the last vestiges of satire,
what is needed is a campaign of restoration. Debaters need to be exposed
systematically to the persuasive potential of parody, burlesque, ironic sar
casm—even straight invective. They need to be coached on the problems of
adjusting satire to a given audience and occasion. They need to be warned
about sacred cows, or about the possibility that a shaft of satire might
ricochet off the second negative and wing a judge. If Martin Grotjahn is
"Ibid., 75.
*2 "The Stupendous International Procession," an unpublished paper written in
1901.
Quoted in Douglas Ehninger and Wayne Brockriede, Decision by Debate
(New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1963), p. 351.
Intercollegiate Debate, ed. E. R. Nichols (New York: Noble and Noble
Company, 1939), XX, 174.
Life on the Mississippi (New York: Bantam Books, 1960), p. 93.
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correct, female debaters, for example, need to be advised of the male ten
dency to consider wit a masculine prerogative, to resent feminine attempts at
the artd® In short, satire is a delicate two-edged blade, and the verbal
swordsman who would handle it well must seiwe a proper apprenticeship.
Yet the rhetorical rewards of such training and study can he impressive.
Mark Twain put it well:
Power, money, persuasion, supplication, persecution—these can lift at a
colossal humbug—push it a httle, weaken it a little, century by century;
but only laughter can blow it to rags and atoms at a blast. Against the
assault of laughter, nothing can stand."
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A LIBERAL VIEW OF CONTEMPORARY DEBATE
Robkht N. Manninc*
The role ol intercollegiate debating is like a patient, absent of serious
disease but still not in a state of positive health. A physician normally
wouldn't see a patient in this condition—if he did. the diagnosis might be
"more exercise," In most eastern schools, a debating team has ample oppor
tunity to enter tournaments at a variety of schools and sufficient funds to
meet the cost of travel. Exercising debate is not a problem. The real illness
is much deeper; inherent in the system of debate in which we operate.
The American system of two-man debate on a national topic stresses
competition, skill in delivery, depth of knowledge in a limited field, the
abilitx' to work well with others, and skill in getting to the bottom of
things more rapidly than most traditional disciplines provide. These virtues
help the student overcome obstacles endangering his success in .society.
Where, tlien, is the illness? One can see symptoms in the type of student
who volunteers and helps sweU the ranks, the extra effort needed to keep
the campus aware of debate activities, and the difficulty in getting young
faculty interested in coaching or in helping with tournaments. One could
attribute tliese symptoms to some general malaise of modern .society that
inhibits involvement of the intellect; but our present age of reason need not
atrophy the intellect; indeed, debate should enhance its growth.
The general attitude toward debate seems to stem from high school, where
a small group of debaters win trophies for their school at tournaments. De
bate seems attractive because of the excitement, the involvement with others,
or simpK' the travel. But after graduation from high school the picture
changes, and the entering freshman hesitates to commit himself to the
extra-curricular before he has gained confidence in his classwork. Placed
in large classes, the guillotine «)f failure threatening to fall upon him, the
beginning student (}uickly learns to expend energy economically. By his
sophomore year the active extrovert, tlie joiner, enlarges his social life and
may tuni to debate. But debating teams more often pick up students who
have not. for various reasons, established an active social life, and turn to
the debate club for an outlet. These students are likely to become the most
dedicated members, loyal and diligent. This .sort of identification is a com
mon phenomenon in many other organizations, but it lends an air of special
aloofness to the debate society.
Debate societies have a peculiar status on the American campus. Students
recognize with caution the intellectiuil skill of debaters, even if they .some
times consider them stiff or "othenvorldh ." But the debate society typically
stands apart from the main stream of campus events, .seldom interacting
with other campus groups, As a consequence, the debater depends on
recognition and reinforcement from the advantages of the activity itself.
Occasionally, a dry article appears in the school paper and emphasizes, with
a juggled statistic or two. the acumen of students associated with the Alma
Mater. But non-debaters tend to disassociate rather than ide'ntif\" with de
baters.
The structure of tournaments in which two-man units debate six rounds on
a common topic- in a day and a half epitomizes debating as in a world apart
• Robert N. Manning w Assiiiant Professor of Speech at St. Laivrence Univenitij
and Vice President of the Neic York State Debate Association.
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from campus activities and probably contributes to the problem of faculty
recruitment. Often a well-intentioned administrator cannot find faculty
members willing to dedicate themselves to debate.
So the illness continues. To find a cure one must examine the debate sys
tem on a macroscopic level and look outward to new concepts beyond the
confines of the status quo.
In the first place, collegiate debate must become more integrated with
other campus activities. Debate clubs must be replaced with a system more
thoroughly coordinated with the intellectual life on campus. The values of
debate must be made more easily accessible to the general student body,
not monopohzed by a select few. American education cannot afford to
train only a few arbiters to solve its social and global predicaments.
To implement this objective, college debating must become more public.
One feasible plan is to provide a forum that could invite pubhc figures to
the campus to debate issues relevant to the interests of students generally.
Syracuse University has gained alumni support for a series of disciplined
parliamentary debates with national and local politicians, but many varia
tions are possible as long as the forum is a rallying point for involvement
with the world where truth is bartered by real flesh and blood people. Such
debates could enable students and faculty to narrow the gap between
intellectual goals and public practicahty.
But communication among schools is vital, too. To make debate activities
a more vital part of campus life does not argue for the elimination of
intercollegiate competition. A second possible cure for debate's illness is
to make the forms of the intercollegiate debating more varied and more
related to realities.
One change, tried and under discussion for the last fifteen years, is for
tournaments to include special events such as extemporaneous speaking,
impromptu speaking, and interpretative reading. But this alteration is more
escape than change. Tactical modification is not enough. The strategy
calls for uprooting and revamping tournament structure. The concept of the
intercollegiate legislative assembly or the machinery of a parliamentary
tournament may provide a genuine answer. Botli events help to project the
individual into a larger lifelike process. Variations on this theme include
the model security council held at St. Lawrence University and other coun
cils such as those at Northwestern which are aimed at understanding war
and peace.
At St. Lawrence University for two years I have experimented with a
tournament which stresses variant foims but remains close enough to the
traditional vein to constitute an extension. The two-day tournament begins
with a round of Oregon-style cross-questioning on the national topic, fol
lowed by a standard format debate on a humorous topic in which debaters
speak extemporaneously with eight-minute constructive speeches and four-
minute rebuttals. The third round is impromptu with six-minute construc
tive speeches and three-minute rebuttals. The fourth round involves extem
poraneous speaking on a controversial topic. The final round is a parlia
mentary debate. Throughout, two-man teams participate, and the pressure
is relaxed by allowing one of the first four rounds to be optioned out. Most
teams choose to eliminate the debate on the national topic.
The advantages of varying forms and styles center around the increased
semblance to reality. Assemblies and parliaments pressure a student to em
ploy social adjustment as well as rational thought in pursuing goals, and they
are seen as part of a larger process. In these kinds of situations the student
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must expand the spectrum of his proofs and test the value of ethical proof,
comparisons, descriptions, and hypothetical examples. A host of softer-sell
techniques become valuable.
Furthermore, the student is encouraged to adapt rhetorically to more life-
hke situations, whereas conventional debating discourages the rhetorical im
pulse. Traditional tournament debating centers a student on a topic, teaches
him to analyze it into component parts, and rewards him for rearranging
those parts in a clear manner—letting the facts persuade. Statistics, testi
mony, and "facts" do speak for themselves, but this technique of prepara
tion encourages the debater to adopt formulae which are demonstrably
successful in winning debates. Traditional debate tends to dictate style, to
collapse the range of persuasive design, and to exclude imaginative experi
mentation. An uninitiated judge, who is not aware of the conventions and
hyper-organized sterihty of modern debate tournaments, is often confused
by unimaginative speeches that are laden with evidence and presented with
finesse. The student is merely adapting to a very real need to win a trophy;
he knows that the surest route to this goal is to be conservative and confi
dent, to be detailed and complete. Why should he take chances? Many a
new debate coach has idealistically tried to inject flexibihty and invention
into the system only to realize that his students cannot continuously meet
defeat without losing spirit and interest.
The variant-form intercollegiate tournament, of course, is not without
potential disadvantages and risks. Such tournaments should not be sold as
an easier route or as a substitute which might interest the student who is
unwilhng to expend the effort on traditional debating. Such tournaments
should avoid a possible temptation to emphasize the personal oratory of
display or to encourage a disregard for factual evidence. When instinct
demands proof, a debater may try to protect his ego by fabricating materials
and by feeling contempt for the situation that created this apparent need.
Perhaps some tournaments, especially those which court Canadian teams,
make such a wide departure from the main current of tournament debating
as to weaken, in the long run, the role of intercollegiate debate. The
debater may need to have his own functional capacities strengthened through
traditional tournament debating before he is exposed to a variety of tourna
ment systems and forms of discourse. The ideal situation may be a balance
between the staple of traditional tournaments, with their economy, and the
luxury of e.xperience with other formats, with its variety. The variant-form
tournaments might most appropriately be attended by experienced debaters
who have earned their dessert.
On the campus and in intercollegiate activities, debate's illness can be
remedied only by a macroscopic concern for the general goals of debate.
Without such a concern, modifications merely remove a few symptoms
without curing the disease. Goals for debate should include the growth and
understanding of ideas, of one's persuasive techniques, of one's self, and
of one's ability to function flexibly and effectively in the contemporaiy
campus society now and in the larger society later. Some of the methods
suggested in this paper for revitalizing debate activities on the campus and
in the tournament might meet these objectives better than does the present
system. But the key is an attitude toward debate which is unrestrictive,
contemporary, and cathohc—^without shibboleths and narrow goals. Tour
nament holders, textbook writers, and debate directors need to brainstorm
for new ways to ease the entry of new students and faculty into a contem
porary intercollegiate debate system.
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INTRODUCING THE NEW EDITOR
This issue is the last one for which this editorial staff is responsible. We
thank the officers of the Society for their excellent cooperation. We ap
preciate the suggestions and kind words we have received from members
and faculty sponsors. Above all, we appreciate deeply the essays and news
notes which have been submitted to us. An editorial staff can solicit, select,
edit, and arrange its copy, but the value of a publication of this sort de
pends ultimately on the value of the materials it can print.
Beginning with the November, 1968, issue. Speaker and Gavel will be
under the competent care of Professor Robert O. Weiss. Professor Weiss is
chairman of the Department of Speech at DePauw University, Greencastle,
Indiana 46135 and is faculty sponsor of the DSR-TKA chapter there. For
the past two years he has been an associate editor of the present editorial
staff in charge of what might be termed "house organ" materials. He has
served the Society well as an associate editor, and I confidently predict his
further distinguished seiwice as editor of Speaker and Gavel.
Ask not, however, how he will seiwe the Society. Ask, rather, how you
can help him improve your publication. You can help him by sending him
significant news and stimulating essays. You can also help him by sug
gesting directions in which you would hke to see the journal move.
One suggestion which came from a meeting of the faculty sponsors in
Washington, D.C. was that Speaker and Gavel should emphasize student
activities more than it has. Write to Bob Weiss and tell him whether or
not you agree. If you do, suggest how he might achieve such an emphasis.
Do you wish to see the "CuiTent Criticism" series continued? Send him
your opinion. If your opinion is affiraiative, send him a critical essay. What
kind of essays should he encourage? What kind of news should he print?
Let him know.
1 know that your new editor will work hard to make Speaker and Gavel a
pubhcation you will want to read. You can help.
W.E.B.
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UNIVERSITY OF HARTFORD CHAPTER OF
DSR-TKA INSTALLED
On Ma\ 21, 1967. at a dinner at tlie llartlord lliltot! Hotel, the Univer-
.sity of Hartford chapter of Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha honorary
forensics society was installed. Professor Jack Lytich of St. An.selm's College
acted as installing officer. Lyncli is New England regional governor of
DSR-TKA.
The charter members include seniors Waldo R. Jone.s. H. Thomas Hurt,
and Robert T. Richards and juniors Barbara Bartuski and Robert Bonrke.
All three seniors are now attending graduate schools to work in fields related
to then- interest in forensics. Jone.s is doing graduate work in speech at
Colorado State l'ni\ersity. Hurt is doing graduate work in speech at Ohio
I'niversity, and Richards is attending Temple University Law School.
Dr. David D. Komisar, Dean of Faculties at the Univer.sit\' of Hartford,
received the chaiter for the llniversitx'. Other University guests included
Dr. Joseph Wenograd. Associate Dean ol Arts and Sciences; Jack Addley,
Dean of Students; and Speecii and Drama Department faculty members
Dr. Kenneth Panli, Prof. John Balmer. and l^r. Malthon .\I. Anapol. who
will sen-e as faculty sponsor of the chapter.
The student body was represented by Alfred Tieidel. president of student
government, and Edward Butler, editor of the campus newspaper, both of
whom have participated in debate activities. In addition, fourteen other
members of the Owl and Cavel Debating Society of the University of Hart
ford were present.
The installation of the chapter clima-\e<l three? years of effort which
resulted in the (jstablishment of a well-balanced debate and forensics pro
gram. In that period the debate group grew from just two students to a
group of over twenty debaters who participated in more than fifteen inter
collegiate events a vear. The group sponsored siieh activities as an annual
Autumn \\'orkshop-Fontm, the New England Novice Tournament, the
High School Debate and Forensics Workshop, and the Summer Debate
Institute. Prof. Michal J. M. Galazka serves as coach of debate, mid Dr.
Malthon M. Anapol seri'es as Director of Forensics.
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DSR-TKA CHAPTER CHARTERED AT HARTFORD
1^2
?S5f,
m
Left' to right: Barbara Bartuski and Robert Bourke (charter members) and Dr.
Malthon M. Anapol (faculty sponsor). University of Hartford
HARTFORD CHAPTER SPONSORS
INTERNATIONAL DEBATE
%
I
Left to right: Richard Eichler (Hartford), Barbara Bartuski (Hartford), Edmund
Smythe (Cambridge), and Richard Tugenhardt (Dublin)
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Chapters and Sponsors
Chopter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
Alabama, University, Ala
Albion, Albion, Mich.
Almo, Alma, Mich.
American, Washington, D. C.
Arkonsos, Foyetteville, Ark. .
Auburn, Auburn, Alo
Ball State, Muncie, Ind. _ —
Bates, Lewiston, Maine .
Berea, Bereo, Ky —
Birmingham-Southern, Birmingham, Ala.
Boston, Boston, Mass -
Bridgewater, Bridgewater, Va -
Brigham Young, Provo, Utah
Brooklyn, Brooklyn, N. Y. .. -- - ..
Brown, Providence, R. I. _ -
Bucknell, Lewisburg, Pa
Butler, Indionapolis, Ind
California State, Long Beach, Calif. ... ---
Copital, Columbus, Ohio - ...
Cose Institute of Technology, Cleveland, Ohio
Chicago, Chicogo, III.
Cincinnoti, Cincinnoti, Ohio
Clemson, Clemson, S. C
Colgote, Homilton, N. Y
Colorado, Boulder, Colo. .
Colorodo, Colorado Springs, Colo. . .
Connecticut, Storrs, Conn.
Cornell, Ithoco, N. Y
Cornell, Mt. Vernon, Icwa
Creighton, Omaha, Neb
C. W. Post College of L. I. Univ., Greenvale, N.
Annabel D. Hagood
D. Duone Angel
... Robert W. Smith
.  . Jerome B. Polisky
.. Jack Gregory
Jim Vickrey
.  David W. Shepard
. Brooks Quimby
Margaret D. McCoy
— Sidney R. Hill, Jr.
Roger E. Soppington
.... Jed J. Richordson
.... James R. Johnson
.  Frank W. Merritf
.  .. . Nicholas M. Cripe
Reto E. Gilbert
Thomas S. Ludlum
Donald Morston
_  . Richard L. LaVornwoy
Rudolph F. Verderber
,  ... Arthur Fear
H. G. Behler
George Matter
.... James A. Johnson
... John W. Vlondis
Arthur W. Rovine
Walter F. Stromer
. .. Rev. Robert B. Borgen, S.J.
Y  Arthur N. Kruger
Dartmouth, Hanover, N. H.
Davidson, Dovidson, N. C.
Denison, Granville, Ohio ...
Denver, Denver, Colorado ..
DePauw, Greencoslle, Ind.
Dickinson, Carlisle, Pa. . ..
Duke, Durham, N. C
Herbert L. James
Rev. Will Terry
W. R. Dresser
Glen Strickland
Robert 0. Weiss
Herbert Wing
... , Joseph Coble Weotherby
Eastern Kentucky State, Richmond, Ky. Aimee Alexonder, Robert King
Elmiro, Elmiro, N. Y. . (Mrs.) Betty G. Gardner
Emerson, Boston, Moss - John C. Zachoris
Emory and Henry, Emory, Va. . — H. Alan Pickrell
Emory, Atlanta, Go Glenn Pelham
Evansville, Evonsville, Ind. .. Lynne J. Mlady
Florida, Goinesville, Flo . . . Donald E. Williams
Florido State, Tallohassee, Flo. Gregg Phifer
Georgia, Athens, Ga. Richard C. Huseman
George Washington, Woshington, D. C. George F. Henigon, Jr.
Grinnell, Grinnell, Iowa William Vonderpool
Hamilton, Clinton, N. Y. .. . J. Franklin Hunt
Hompden-Sydney, Hompden-Sydney, Va. D. M. Allan
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Chapter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Vo. Morion Smith
Hanover, Hanover, Ind Stanley B. Wheoter
Hartford, Hartford, Conn. Molthon Anapol
Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii Dean Ellis
Hiram, Hiram, Ohio Frank llersich
Howard, Washington, D. C. Paul M. Tendler
Idaho, Moscow, Idaho Ernest Ettlich
Illinois, Urbono, III Joseph W. Wenzel
Indiana, Bloomington, Ind. E. C. Chenoweth
Indiana State, Terre Haute, Ind. Otis J. Aggertt
Iowa State, Ames, Iowa James Weaver
Iowa, State College of Cedar Falls, Iowa Lillian R. Wagner
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa Gene Eakins
John Carroll, Cleveland, Ohio Austin J. Freeley
Kansas, Lawrence, Kansas Dann W. Parson
Kansas State, Manhattan, Kansas Jack Kingsley
Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. David McCants
Kings, Wilkes Barre, Pa. Robert E. Connelly
Knox, Galesburg, III. ____Donald L. Torrence
Lehigh, Bethlehem, Pa. H. Barrett Davis
Lincoln Memorial, Harrogate, Tenn. Earl H. Smith
Lauisiana State, Baton Rouge, La. Harold Mixon
Loyola, Baltimare, Md. Stephan W. McNiernay
Loyola, Chicago, III. Donald J. Stinson
Manchester, Narth Manchester, Ind. Ronald D. Aungst
Mankata State, Mankata, Minn. Larry Schnoor
Marquette, Milwaukee, Wise. John Lewinski
Maryland, Callege Park, Md. Jon M. Fitzgerald
Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass. Ronald Matlon
Memphis State, Memphis, Tenn. Charles Wise
Mercer, Macon, Georgia
Miami, Coral Gables, Fla J. Robert Olion
Miami, Oxfard, Ohio Bernard F. Pheips
Michigan, Ann Arbar, Mich. C. William Colburn
Michigan State, East Lansing, Mich. Jerry M. Anderson
Middlebury, Middlebury, Vt. Dole DeLetis
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn. Bernard L. Brock
Missouri, Columbia, Mo Phil Emmert
Montana, Missoula, Mont Robert Boren
Morehouse, Atlanta, Ga. Robert Brisbane
Morgan State, Baltimore, Md. Harold B. Chinn
Mount Mercy, Pittsburgh, Pa. Thomas A. Hopkins
Murray State, Murray, Ky. James Albert Tracy
Muskingum, New Concord, Ohio Judson Ellerton
Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb Donald O. Olson
Nevada, Reno, Nev. ... Robert S. Griffin
New Hampshire, Durham, N. H. William O. Gilsdarp
New Mexica, Albuquerque, N. M W. C. Eubank
New Mexico Highlands, Las Vegas, N. M. Walter F. Brunet
New York (Univ. Hts.), New York, N. Y. Jock Hasch
New York (Wash. Sq.), New York, N. Y Harold R. Ross
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C Donald K. Springen
North Dakota, Grand Forks, N. D. Don Orban
Northwestern, Evonston, III. Thomas B. McClain
Notre Dome, Notre Dome, ind. Leonard Sommer
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Chopter Name, Address Faculty Sponsor
Oberlin, Oberlin, Ohio Doniel M. Roher
Occidentol, Los Angeles, Colif. - - - Fronklin Modisett
Ohio, Athens, Ohio Ted J. Foster
Ohio State, Columbus, Ohio — Harold Lawson
Ohio Wesleyon, Deloware, Ohio . - Ed Robinson
Oklohomo, Normon, Oklo. ... __ Paul Borefield
Oregon, Eugene, Ore - W. Scott Nobles
Oregon State, Corvollis, Ore .
Pacific, Forest Grove, Ore Albert C. Hingston
Pennsylvania, Philodelphio, Pa. . Miceal P. Corr
Pennsylvonio State, University Park, Pa Cloyton H. Schug
Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. . . Thomas Kone
Purdue, Lafayette, Ind. _ ... . John Monsma
Queens College, Flushing, N. Y Howard I. Streifford
Randolph-Macon, Ashlond, Va. ... . . . . Edgor E. MocDonald
Rhode Island, Kingston, R. I. . . Lee R. Polk
Richmond, Richmond, Vo .. . .. .. Max Graeper
Roonoke, Solem, Vo. __ William R. Coulter
Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, N. Y. Joseph Fitzpotrick
Rutgers, New Brunswick, N. J. . E. Jomes Goodwin
St. Anselm's, Manchester, N. H John A. Lynch
St. Cloud State, St. Cloud, Minn. Wllliom R. McCleory
St. Lawrence, Canton, N. Y. _ . . . . Robert N. Manning
Somford University, Birmingham, Ala . .. Brad Bishop
San Francisco State, Son Francisco, Calif Henry E. McGuckin, Jr.
University of Colifornia, Sonto Barbara, Calif. . Kothy Corey
South Carolina, Columbio, S. C. . Merrill G. Christophersen
South Dakota, Vermillion, S. D .. . Hoi R. Upchurch
Southern Colifornia, Los Angeles, Colif . Jomes McBath
Southern Methodist, Dallas, Texas . . - Harold Weiss
Southwest Missouri State, Springfield, Mo Holt Spicer
Spring Hill College, Mobile, Ala. Bettie Hudgens
Stanford, Polo Alto, Colif Kenneth E. Mosier
State Univ. of N. Y. ot Albony, Albany, N. Y. Jeanine Rice
State Univ. of N. Y., Horpur College, Binghomton Peter Kane
Syracuse, Syracuse, N. Y. Paul R. McKee
Temple, Philodelphio, Pa - Ralph Towne
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn Foye D. Julian
Texas, Austin, Texas J. Rex Wier
Texas Technologicol, Lubbock, Texos P. Merville Larson
Tulone, New Orleans, La Alex B. Lacey, Jr.
Ursinus, Collegeville, Pa Joseph E. Vonnucchi
Utah, Salt Loke City, Utoh George A. Adomson
Utah State, Logon, Utah .. . . . Rex E. Robinson
Vonderbilt, Nashville, Tenn — Randall M. Fisher
Vermont, Burlington, Vt Robert Huber
Virginia, Chorlottesville, Vo. Stonford P. Gwin
Virginia Polytechnic, Blocksburg, Va - E. A. Hancock
Wabosh, Crowfordsville, Ind. Joseph O'Rourke, Jr,
Woke Forest, Winston-Salem, N. C Merwyn Hayes
Woshington, St, Louis, Mo. . Herbert E. Metz
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Chapter Nome, Address Faculty Sponsor
Washington, Seattle, Wash.
Washington and Jefferson, Washington, Po.
Washington and Lee, Lexington, Vo.
Washington State, Puilman, Wash
Wayne State, Detroit, Mich
Woynesburg, Woynesburg, Pa.
Weber State, Ogden, Utah
Wesleyan, Middletown, Conn.
Western Kentucky State, Bowling Green, Ky.
Western Michigan, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Western Reserve, Cleveland, Ohio
Westminster, New Wilmington, Pa. _
West Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
Whittier, Whittier, Calif.
Wichita State, Wichita, Kansas
Willamette, Salem, Ore.
William and Mary, Williamsburg, Vo. _
Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, Wis.
Wittenburg, Springfield, Ohio
Wooster, Wooster, Ohio
Wyoming, Loramie, Wyo.
Robert Halle
Robert J. Brindley
William W. Chaffin
Janice Miller
George W. Ziegelmueller
Deborah M. Blackwood
John B. Hebestreet
Marguerite G. Petty
Randall Capps
Charles R. Helgesen,
Deldee Herman
Clair Henderlider
Walter E. Scheid
William L. Barnett
Gerald G. Paul
Mel Moorhouse
Howard W. Runkel
Donald L. McConkey
Winston L. Brembeck
Raymond H. Myers
Ernest Dayko
Gerald H. Sanders
B. Wayne Callaway
Xavier, Cincinnati, Ohio Rev. Vincent C. Horrigon, S.J.
Yale, New Haven, Conn.
VeshivQ, New York, N. Y.
Roll in G. Osterweis
David Fleisher
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